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ABSTRACT
Complexity: Theoretical and Methodological 
Applications for Sociology
by
Kathryn A. Gilpatric
Dr. Kate Hausbeck, E.xamination Committee Chair 
Professor o f  Sociology 
University o f  Nevada, Las Vegas
This thesis examines the usefulness o f  Com plexity as a new tool for sociology. 
Complexity, as its own branch o f  study, developed from the new science o f  Chaos. 
Recent paradigmatic disputes occurring in the scientific community have been the force 
o f  a growing sense o f  change in the way many different disciplines view complex 
systems. Since it is evident that social systems are typ ica lly  h igh ly  complex, it makes 
sense that a scientific paradigm, which investigates the nature o f  complex systems, 
should also be applicable to social systems. Science now argues that the old Newtonian 
clockwork mentalities and classical experimental models cannot adequately describe 
highly complex systems. Instead anti-reductionist and nonlinear theories and methods 
may be much better suited for the task. The sociological relevance o f  C om plexity -both  
its conceptual framework and its methodologies -  is important and tim e ly as we reach the 
lim its o f  our current knowledge using standard reductionist th inking and methods.
Ill
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CHAPTER 1
IN TR O D U C TIO N  
Physicists arc arguing among themselves. They are arguing about the 
fundamental truths o f  science and this rift has ram ifications reaching far beyond the ir 
field. A challenge to the old established truths and reductionist methods is com ing from 
physicists who believe that the laws o f  re la tiv ity  “ may have emerged from the ro ilin g  o f  
the vacuum o f space, much as supply-and-demand and other "laws' o f  economics emerge 
from the bustle o f  the marketplace ... Many comple.x systems appear to be irreducible. 
Made o f  many interlocking parts, they display a kind o f  synergy, obeying higher order 
principles that cannot be further sim plified no matter how hard you try "  (Johnson 2001 
pp. FI ). Particle scientists are in the midst o f  a paradigm shift, and this shift has already 
begun to overflow  into the social sciences. The standard has been to find the ultim ate 
grand unification theory, but now physicists are arguing that "when systems become very 
complex, completely new and independent laws emerge. "More is d iffe rent', as the Nobel 
laureate Philip W. .Anderson put it"  (pp. F5). The battle is between the reductionists and 
the Complexity scientists and each side thinks it w il l win. "W e're  in the midst o f  a 
paradigm change ... ours is not the prevailing \ iew, but 1 think it w ill turn out to be the 
one that lasts" say s Dr. Pines, a theorist at the L n i\ ersity o f  Illinois and l.os .Alamos 
National Laboratory, taking the side o f  Com plexity. Taking the other side. Dr.
Polchinski, a striim theorist at the Universit\ o f  C aliforn ia  at Santa Barbara, savs. "T o
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me, the history of'science seems to be a steady progression toward simpler and more 
unified laws, and I expect to see this continue and to contribute to it. Things may take 
many surprising twists and tunis, but we reductionists are still qinte happily and busily 
reducing" (pp. F5). The battle is on it is reduction versus Complexity. And the battle is 
affecting many disciplines. Complexity has already gained momentum in varied and 
numerous fields, and slow ly it is beginning to break into sociology. The paradigm shift 
in science has implications for sociology, as this thesis w ill explore. The central 
questions w ill include: What is Complexity? What does Complexity have to offer 
sociology both methodologically and theoretically? .And where is Com plexity headed in 
the near future?
By the late 1980s. interest in Chaos science moved beyond the specialized lexicon 
o f  physics and into the lay public by w ay o f  James G le ick 's book Chaos. Over the past 
several years this obscure, esoteric science based o rig ina lly  in physics (particularly 
thermodynamics) has burgeoned into varied and seemingly unlikely fields. The hard 
sciences such as physics, mathematics, and b io logy utilized and further developed Chaos 
early on. Later it began to gain ground in other soft-science areas such as ecology, 
anthropology, and economics and this happened in concurrence w ith Chaos' broadening 
approach to the study o f comple.x systems. It was this expanded approach w hich 
happened during the middle 90s that made C om plexity  a distinct offshoot from  Chaos.
Com plexity asks. “ How do complex systems w ork .'" More specitlcally, "How 
does behavior on the macro level relate to interactions on the micro level?" .Although 
few sociologists ha\ e asked this question w ith in  a f ramew ork o f Complexity theor\ . it is 
nonetheless a d is tinctk and classically sociological question. 1 w as suqirised to find
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re latively little  work that blends the theories and methods o f  the two disciplines. 
However. Comple.xity can prove to he useful when looking at group behavior that can be 
categorized as social contagion or collective action. In sociological temis. C om plexity 
looks at d iffusion as opposed to integration. This is because group behavior is 
attributable to the collective effects o f  individual agent actions, while  still considering the 
overall affects o f  the group on the individual agents in the fom i o f  feedback. There are 
many different ways that Com plexity can handle this t\pe o f  analysis.
Comple.xity and Existing Sociological Research 
Below are two examples o f  recent work that address the sociological issue o f  
co llects  e action w ith in  a framework o f  Complexity. The first analysis is by Samuel 
Bow les, an economist at the University o f  M ichigan. His study is on the evolution o f  
inequality. .Although an economist, Bowles' work reaches into sociology, and he even 
cites the canonical literature. Bowles study examines w hy social arrangements o f  
inequality have persisted h istorica lly over a long period o f  time in a variety o f 
en\ ironments. He borrows Talcott Parson's term "evolutionary universals" to describe 
this persistent pattern, and likens his approach to a marriage o f  Darw in and Marx.
Bow les states, "Stochastic evolutionary game theory has recently made a\ ai table 
pow erful analytical tools o f  Darwinian inspiration, providing an illum inating framework 
in w hich to consider the problem o f  institutional change and ‘evolutionary 
universa ls '"(20 i)l ;22). His study includes the phenomenon o f collective action, w ith  an 
example o f  strikes and his tlndings are that group size matters. I f  group .A (workers) is 
larger than group B (owners management), then it takes a certain probability o f  the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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number o f  A ’s to induce other A s to jo in  a strike, so that there is a perception o f  the 
possibility o f  success. However, the sm aller number o f  B 's  leads to an increased ab ility  
to adopt responses in their best interest, which, in effect, causes a return to inequality. 
When there are relatively tew B ’s and ve ry  many A s, the egalitarian structure o f  a 
stochastically stable system is not robust, and therefore inequality w ill he sustained. For 
Bowles, the importance o f  segmentation and confom iity can explain some o f  this 
persistent structure o f  inequality. He finds that both the small group and the large group 
are more like ly  to adopt a type o f  response the more others are doing it, but the likelihood 
o f  cohesion remains more fa\ orable in sm all groups.
The second research is by M ichael Biggs, a sociology professor at Oxford 
University. B iggs’ work on labor movements in the late 19'*' century is quite different 
from Bowles in its approach, even though they both fall under the Com plexity umbrella. 
Biggs analyzes in temis o f scaling functions and power laws (w hich are fomis o f  fractals) 
and he compares strikes to naturally occurring phenomena such as tires. Biggs calls 
attention to the metaphorical use o f  temis like "epidem ic", "w ild  tire " or "landslide" to 
describe the patterns o f strikes. According to Biggs, strikes may be explained by an 
endogenous process o f  positive feedback, where protest by workers for the most part is 
contingent upon the actions o f  others; and two functions o f  positive feedback are 
interdependence’ and inspiration’ . He concludes that strikes are fractal events 
subscribing to power law distributions and that they "spread contagiously among workers 
w ith in  an establishtiient, from firm  to t lm i . . . "  (2001:14). The scale o f  strikes appears 
s im ila r to the scale o f  tires since both are subscribiim to loe functions.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
These two studies show that there is a budding interest in C om plexity w ith in 
sociology. However, as mentioned, Samuel Bowles is an economist not a sociologist, 
even though he is addressing sociological issues. Economists are already adopting 
Com plexity in a grounded, pragmatic, and practical way. The literature blending 
economics w ith  Com plexity is extensive; Com plexity challenges traditional notions o f  
equilibrium ; new Complexity-based economic theories o f  positive feedback and 
increasing returns are more applicable to today’s high-tech industries; and Com plexity 
scientists backed by Wall Street institutions have even built computer-simulated stock 
markets. C om plexity is making great strides in economics, but it has yet to gain much 
ground in sociology. Sociologists w ill borrow, not break ground in using Complexity.
Challenges for Sociology 
There are a few reasons for this lack o f  interest in Com plexity by sociologists. 
First, Com plexity is based in the hard sciences and it o rig ina lly  looked at the functions o f 
physical systems, such as the weather. There is some valid argument that physical 
systems are not the same as social systems, and therefore applications for one do not 
necessarily translate into applications for the other. Second, C om plexity requires a 
different epistemological perspective from existing sociological paradigms. Rethinking 
and adjusting our theories can be unsettling. Third, the specific computer programming 
and mathematical knowledge that is required tor the methodological implementation o f 
Com plexity can be daunting and can present a real hindrance to incorporating it as a new 
sociological tool for analysis. Fourth, there is s till an esoteric characteristic to 
Com plexity since it has not yet been fu lly  accepted. .-\nd it must be noted that there is
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continuing argument w ith in its home fie ld o f  physics as to its va lid ity (as evidenced w ith  
the battle between reduction and C om plexity cited in the beginning o f  this thesis). 
However, it is the purpose o f  this thesis to address and overcome these challenges to 
integrating C om plexity into the sociological toolbox.
How do trends take hold? How do mass movements begin and take on a life  o f  
their own? How do words, thoughts, and mindsets gain dominance? How do they 
translate into actions and group behavior? W hy do people say certain catch phrases?
W hy did wearing m ini-skirts become such a fad in the 70s? How does it happen that a 
group o f  fathers, churchgoers, and neighbors turns into a lynch mob? C om plexity  can 
address such sociological issues as diffusion, social contagion, collective action, and 
group solidarity. From the individual comes the collective, and Com plexity explains this 
in ways that are different from our present-day theory and methods; in ways that 
incorporate concepts such as emergence, positive feedback, and self-organization: and in 
ways that utilize methods such as cellular automata, genetic algorithms, and neural 
networks. This thesis w ill explain these concepts and methods and how they can be 
adapted for sociology.
The fo llow ing chapter w ill address the first challenge to incorporating C om plex ity  
into sociology: How can physical systems be related to social systems? Chapter two 
w il l explain the commonality between physical and social systems. The chapter w il l  
provide a history o f  Chaos and Com plexity as new sciences, and explain the difference 
between the two perspectives. Add itionally, this chapter w il l c larify the key concepts and 
terms o f  Complexity, which w ill lay a foundation to fam iliarize the reader w ith 
C om plexity before going forward into theory, methods, and applications.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Chapter three w il l address the second challenge; W hy should we adjust our 
sociological theories to include Complexity? This chapter w il l discuss how some key 
concepts in Com plexity already exist in d ifferent social theories, both past and present. 
When standard reductionist thinking starts to fa ll apart w hile  attempting to explain the 
behavior o f  a complex social system. C om plexity  can lend a theoretical hand. Whenever 
there is a blend o f  micro-macro concepts, or there is a breakdown o f  linear causality, or 
there is an observance o f  overarching patterns that cannot be reduced to constituent parts, 
then there w ill be Complexity. The thesis w il l examine three sociological theorists in 
particular who have already laid a foundation that is compatible w ith  Complexity:
Homans, Blau, and Blumer. In addition, postmodern and poststructuralist theories fit 
well w ith  Com plexity and some o f  these social theorists actually cite the concepts o f  
Chaos and Com plexity in their work. Indeed, C om plexity  has been temied a 
"postmodern science”  (Sardar and Abrams 1998). Chapter three w ill end w ith an 
examination o f  the ties between postmodern social theory and Complexity.
Chapter four addresses the third challenge: Is C om plexity too hard to learn and 
incorporate into sociology? The chapter reviews the common methods used in sociology 
today, which are quantitative and qualitative methods, and compares and contrasts them 
to Complexity. The chapter explains ways in w h ich  Com plexity can be considered an 
additional sociological tool. Included are sociological studies that utilize the methods 
and concepts o f  Com plexity with a particular emphasis on agent-based modeling and a 
computer program called "Starlogo” .
Chapter five addresses the fourth challenge: Is C om plexity too esoteric? The 
chapter w il l detail sociological applications fo r C om plexity  in an attempt to ground it and
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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demonstrate its practicality and accessibility. The chapter ends w ith  a discussion o f  how 
present-day cultural logic dictates the way we view systems and how it is becoming 
increasingly necessary to change our mindset and make room for the epistemological 
sh ift to Com plexity in  order to jum p over the lim its o f  reductionism in our methods.
The concluding chapter explores the potential o f  C om plexity tor socio logy by addressing 
where Com plexity is headed and what can be done to facilitate its incorporation into the 
existing body o f  sociological theory and methods. The inclusion o f  C om plex ity  into 
sociology need not be a cleave or the creation o f a distinct realm, but preferably an 
addition into already existing methods -  a bridge, as it were, between quantitative and 
qualitative research, since, as it w il l be shown, there is an element o f  each inside 
Complexity. This final chapter w ill summarize the conflicts and contradictions, as well 
as the pros and cons o f  Complexity.
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CHAPTER 2
HISTORY OF C H A O S  A N D  C O M P LE X IT Y  
This chapter w ill address the firs t challenge: How can physical systems be related 
to social systems? How is it that we can compare something as ostensibly disparate as the 
weather to a social phenomenon like  riots? A  weather system is not a th inking system, it 
does not have thinking individuals, and it is not a collective o f  people interacting. It is. 
however, a system that has a behavior which is created from the interactions o f  the 
elements w ith in. The overall behavior emerges seemingly independent o f  the interactions 
o f  the constituent elements. Molecules o f  a ir interact w ith  each other resulting in the 
enormous variance from a breezy summer morning to a violent hurricane -  all in the 
same season, all in the same place, sometimes all in the same day. These extremes in 
overall system behavior can also happen at the social level. How is it that one day 
everything seems quite "norm al”  and the next day, something happens to change the 
behavior o f  nearly every person w ith in  a group. One day people are going to work, going 
shopping, going to school, and the next day Rodney K in g ’s trial disrupts a w hole area o f  
south central Los Angeles, w ith  violence sp illing  over into the downtown business area, 
and m im icked in different cities around the country.
There are many causes for the overall effect -  but can the riot be reduced to each 
and every specific event involved or can the moment from non-violence to mass-violence
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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be predicted? Can the transition from rational or "nom ia l”  ind iv idua l behavior to what 
appears to be com pletely irrational or “ abnormal" group behavior be understood in 
simple causal terms? C om plexity provides us a way o f  understanding some o f  the 
reasons w hy these types o f  phenomena cannot be understood in sim ple causal terms. In 
Complexity, the emphasis is on complex. In other words. C om plex ity  examines the 
characteristics o f  dynamic, nonlinear, rich, and robust systems. The social w orld w ith  its 
dynamic structure can always be considered to be complex. M any systems in the 
physical and natural world, such as the weather or an ecosystem, are considered to be 
dynamic and complex. The comparisons between physical, natural, and social systems 
are based upon the dynamic and nonlinear nature o f  interdependent interactions, 
adaptation, evolution, local and global effects, and much more. It is exactly the 
"com plexity”  o f  the systems that makes the comparisons possible. They all exhibit 
characteristics that can be described using the concepts o f  Com plexity. But before we go 
on to describe what those characteristics and concepts are; first let us review how the 
science o f  Chaos and C om plexity began.
Chaos as a science had its beginnings in the early 1970s. B y 1984, the Santa Fe 
Institute in New M exico was established and it was a center for the study o f  both Chaos 
and Complexity. The Institute had begun as an infom ial place for scientists interested in 
Chaos to exchange ideas, but as the science gained momentum, the Institute became 
viable, and is now considered the leading center for Chaos and C om plexity  in America 
w ith  a large international component as well. In the beginning, the m ain focus o f the 
Institute was in physics due to discoveries about irregularities occurring in nonlinear, 
fiu id  systems that were not to Ho w ing the second law o f thermodxTiamics. which were
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
being studied by physicists at nearby Los Alamos National Laboratories. The second law 
o f  thermodynamics states that all systems tend toward disorder.' This disorder is called 
entropy and is caused by a decrease in energy, specifically heat energy. Hot objects tend 
to cool; they cannot spontaneously become hot. But the d is tribution  o f  energy is not a 
steady stream, and some systems exh ib it properties that don’ t neatly fit into the second 
law o f  thermodynamics because not a ll systems exhibit increasing disorder; sometimes 
order can arise out o f seeming randomness.
These systems that exhibited fluctuations in entropy are termed disappatoiy 
systems and were discounted as anomalies and for the most part ignored, because they 
appeared random in structure and d id  not fit w ith in  the sc ien tific  model for the second 
law o f  thermodynamics. However, they did spark curiosity in some physicists, and in 
true Kuhnian fashion, the new paradigm o f  Chaos was bom.
Chaos not only looked at systems to discover negentropy (see footnote I ). 
randomness, and stochastic' processes, but also looked to find an underlying, hidden, or 
sometimes emergent order w ith in  a system. " I t  turns out that an eerie type o f  chaos can 
lurk just behind a façade o f  order - and yet, deep inside the chaos lurks an even eerier 
type o f  order.”  (Gleick 1987) The w ord "chaos ’ w ith in  the scope o f  the theory is 
somewhat oxymoronic because it actually refers to a type o f  hidden order or discernible 
pattern w ith in  apparent randomness. And Chaos (the science) is the search for order in
' Ludwig Boltzmann expressed the second law as S = k (InP), where S equals entropy, k 
= Boltzmann’s constant, and InP equals the natural logarithm o f  the probability. What 
this equation means in essence is that the lower the entropy the less probable the system. 
“ The most improbable thing o f  all, life , is therefore to be associated w ith the lowest 
entropy (Lovelock. 1988).”  Sometimes this is termed "negentropy”  ( 1/S) which is the 
inverse o f  high entropy.
■ Stochastic refers to processes which vary randomly.
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randomness. Complexity is described by Brian Arthur as the study o f “complex systems 
[that are] in process, systems that constantly evolve and unfold over time” (1999:1).
Both Chaos and Complexity recognize that there are points o f departure from stability 
and that those instabilities are not incongruent with the natural or social world, but rather 
are the integral and underlying properties that provide the richness and mutability the 
world requires to progress. The inherent order or patterns which Chaos and Complexity 
seeks is basically an underlying mathematical abstraction.
Order and Disorder
The phenomenon o f disorder happens all around us. A  simple physical example 
o f this is to look at a stream o f cigarette smoke as it rises. The stream o f smoke is fairly 
stable until it starts to rise and lose heat energy, then it begins to break apart, swirl, and 
dissipate. This is a good example o f entropy -  disorder appears, as heat energy is lost. 
Water in rivers and streams does a similar thing; small disturbances create shifts in 
energy, which create little whorls and eddies eventually resulting in even greater disorder. 
Think o f white water rapids and the amount o f energy displacement occurring in the 
churning rivers. A  fairly placid lake that is closer to a state o f  equilibrium (or high 
entropy) can turn into a dynamic flow with shifts in energy caused by gravity or 
compression and exhibit negentropy (as when a stream narrows or encounters obstacles 
such as rocks and trees).
A starting point for a Chaos scientist is to look at the transition from a smooth, 
stable system into an unstable one. This transition point is sometimes termed phase 
transition, criticality, or edge o f  chaos. Systems go from smooth and stable, to rough and
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unstable, and vice versa, because o f  shifts in energy. We see transference and 
displacement o f energy in the natural world all around us, as described above; it is also in 
the weather, in snowflakes and fires. Bui instead o f remaining in some unrecognizable, 
random, unstructured state, many systems w ill come to acquire a pattern that we can 
recognize. Snowflakes have a recognizable pattern that emerges from the phase 
transition o f going from liquid to solid. In the case o f water, the amount o f energy 
required for the phase transition from liquid to solid is 80 times as great for that particular 
one-degree change in temperature (centigrade), as opposed to any other change o f one 
degree. So within a seemingly stable system, energy shifts can occur which alter the 
system. Energy shifts at phase transition can, but do not always, lead us into the realm of 
Chaos and Complexity.
The Difference Between Chaos and Complexity 
It is a misunderstanding to think that Chaos is identical to Complexity. As stated 
earlier. Chaos came first with more specific theoretical concepts, which over time 
developed into the broader area o f Complexity. (Although many times the two are used 
interchangeably because o f the overlap in theories and methods.) According to physicist, 
Chris Langton, “ [In Chaos] you may have a few things interacting, producing 
tremendously divergent behavior. That’s what you’d call deterministic chaos. It looks 
random, but it’s n o t ... [in Complexity] interactions in a dynamical system give you an 
emergent global order, with a whole set o f fascinating properties ... From the interaction 
o f the individual components down here emerges some kind o f global property up here. 
something you couldn’t have predicted from what you know o f the component parts.
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And the global property, this emergent behavior, feeds back to influence the behavior o f 
the individuals down here that produced it” (Lewin 1992:12).
Another major difference between Chaos and Complexity is the fact that Chaos 
will sometimes examine linear systems and search for disorder arising from something 
that should seemingly remain simple and stable, while Complexity examines complex, 
nonlinear systems. In Chaos, initial conditions can have huge impact on the resultant 
outcome over time. In Complexity however, the way we look at things is important; and 
distance and time are important functions. The further away we view something the less 
detail we see, and the fuzzier or more imprecise it becomes; conversely, i f  we only 
examine the system on a micro-level, then all meaningful patterns are obscured by the 
buzzing and noise o f interactions at the lower level. “When we look at the behavior o f  a 
complex system as a whole, our focus shifts from the individual element in the system to 
the complex structure of the system. The complexity emerges as a result o f the patterns 
o f interaction between the elements” (Cilliers 1998:4). We also watch systems develop 
over time because we are concerned with the processes o f adaptation, evolution and 
coevolution that occur as the result o f multiple interactions o f agents or elements. The 
constantly evolving and changing system does not have an optimal point o f either 
stabilization or equilibrium due to the fact that change w ill bring about more change. So 
to think in terms o f overall purpose is futile, even i f  there is purposive intent at the local 
level. “Coevolving systems may not be optimizing anything at all” (Batten 2000:76). 
Complexity is not a static look at a static system; rather it looks at the processes o f 
becoming, taking into account multiple perspectives.
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Chaos and The Butterfly Effect 
The Butterfly Effect is a good example o f  a defin ing concept in Chaos (and it docs 
belong more to Chaos than to C om plexity  ). The B utte rfly  E ffect can be summed up in 
the words: "sensitive dependence on in itia l conditions".^ One analogy is that "the 
flapping o f  a bu tte rfly ’ s wings in Peking can u ltim ately have a m ajor consequential effect 
on the weather in New Y ork ’’ (G le ick. 1987). Beginning at a certain point in time, things 
put in motion can cause a radical change in the outcome o f  the entire system over time. 
One small change in the beginning o f  a system’s evolution can have far reaching effects. 
As an example, a m utation in a developing embryo w il l cause greater damage to the fetus 
i f  it occurs in earlier stages.
According to the physicist, Doyne Farmer, " [ in  the] classical model [o f  physics]
... everything is determined by in itia l conditions, and then there are quantum mechanical
' In Chaos, the B utte rfly  effect pertains to the influence that a single event can have on a 
system over time. This effect causes apparent randomness, w h ich  interferes w ith  
predictab ility  and therefore has an effect on determinism. Whereas in Com plexity, the 
dynamic effects o f  numerous local level interactions can produce an entire ly d ifferent 
property to the system. This effect o f  emergence can also interfere w ith  pred ictab ility  
and therefore has an effect on determinism. The difference between the two is 
randomness stemming from  a single event versus randomness stemming from rich, 
dynamic interactions.
The Butte rfly Effect, although well known and over used, o n ly  refers to in itia l 
conditions or the beginning stages o f  a system and cannot be applied to larger more stable 
or robust systems, unless the system has gone through a recent phase transition that has 
brought about new emergent properties. In other words, the B utte rfly  Effect is not 
applicable to robust systems unless a new emergent property has come about through 
phase transition, and this new property is referred to in some literature as an ontology 
(Bak 1990: K ie l et al 2001). However, this ‘ontology’ is based upon how one is looking 
at a system(s). System ‘onto logy’ can change according to where one views the system 
during its history, or whether there are m ultip le  interdependent systems, or whether the 
system(s) is a subset o f  other system(s). In short, not all phase transitions are sufficient 
enough to establish in itia l conditions o r ontological levels for the B utte rfly  Effect to be 
applied, so one must be selective in using the temi Butterfly E ffect, especially in the 
sense o f  describing randomness w ith in  a system (Standish 2001).
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models where things are determined, but you have to contend w ith  a lim it on how much 
in itia l information you can gather”  (G leick 1987:248). Certain systems broke from the 
classical Newtonian models and the early Chaos scientists were excited w ith  this 
difference. They modeled these systems on computers and watched random m otion 
appear, but surprisingly, they found patterns emerge over time. The patterns indicated a 
kind o f  order to inherent in  stochastic systems, hence the temv "determ inistic chaos” . 
Famier states. “ On a philosophical level, it struck me as an operational way to define free 
w ill,  in a way that allowed you to reconcile free w ill w ith detenninism. The system is 
deterministic, but you can’ t say what it's  going to do next. Here was one coin w ith  two 
sides. Here was order, w ith  randomness emerging, and then one step further away was 
randomness with its own underlying order ” (G leick 1987:248).
That underlying order cannot be discovered or explained by merely taking a 
reductionist view as classical science has always done. To understand how the w orld  
works, classical science has pulled things apart, investigated the parts, and then put them 
back together again - a linear, reductionist approach. However, the approaches in Chaos 
and Com plexity are very d ifferent as they look in more holistically at the ways in which 
systems develop.
Com plexity: Key Concepts and Terms 
In Complexity, the entirety o f  the system must be studied, taking into account the 
effects o f  local interactions o f agents w ith  each other and w ith their environment (or 
landscape), considering positive and negative feedback o f  the system, and taking into 
account the agents’ adaptation, evolution and coevolution w ith the environment and vice
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versa. The theories o f  Com plexity use holistic modes o f  th ink ing  and explore the realms 
o f  many t\pes o f  complex nonlinear systems using an alternative approach, which allows 
for r a n d o m n e s s , a n d  unpredictability.
Complex systems consist o f  a large number o f agents in  rich (numerous and 
active) interactions that operate in nonlinear and stochastic ways. Information is 
transmitted to direct neighbors so interactions occur at a local level, and therefore each 
agent is ignorant o f  the behavior o f  the whole system; however, this does not mean that 
interactions o f  an individual agent do not have an effect on the whole system.
Interactions have loops w ith both positive and negative feedback. They can be strongly or 
weakly interactive.  ̂ Which means that the qua lity  and degree o f  local interactions affect 
the overall behavior o f  the system in emergent ways. Com plex systems are open, and 
agents interact w ith and adapt to their environment in evolutiona/y and coevolutionaty 
ways and operate under conditions far from ecpiilihrium. This means that agents interact 
w ith  and affect each other while at the same tim e interacting w ith  and affecting their 
environment, while at the same time their environment interacts w ith  or affects them.
Complex systems also have a history and asymmet/y o f  time (forward m oving 
only). Thus, their past is responsible for their present behavior and time is an essential 
part o f  the process that allows for development o f  the system. This effect happens
■ Vince Darley, a Harvard scientist, came up w ith  the form ula for emergence (in 
computational temis). I f  u(n) > s(n) then a system is emergent; where u(n) is the amount 
o f  creative analysis, and s(n) is the amount o f  computational analysis. This means then 
that algorithm ic methods (or equations that are com putationally solvable) are overtaken 
by stochastic processes and prediction ab ility  is gone. “ Perfect understanding is replaced 
by a bemuddled picture o f  what’s happening. In this emergent situation, we wish to 
improve our understanding o f  the way [the system] behaves co lle c tive ly ... knowledge is 
contained in the accumulation o f  interactions (Batten 2000 pg 254)." Note that Barley ’s 
equation is sim ilar to Boltzm ann’s fomiula tor entropy.
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because time can on ly move forward in an organic system (and in all v is ib le systems).
Ilya  Prigogine, a noble prize w inning physicist, calls this the “ arrow o f  tim e”  and states 
that time in the human w orld  is asymmetrical, it cannot go backward and forward. ' For 
this important reason, complex systems can never be reduced to beginning conditions 
because o f  the rich, dynam ic, nonlinear interactions involved in the processes o f  their 
development over time (Prigogine 1990).
Stasis w il l k ill a system. In complex systems a multitude o f  agents interact w ith  
each other; changing, reacting, and adapting w ith other agents as well as w ith  their 
environment, as it also changes, reacts and adapts to them. A  complex system is in 
constant /lax  and mutability, and is continually being restructured, which ensures the 
system’s v iab ility . I f  a system stopped changing, then it would become static, and 
growth or further development would not be possible.
If, at the local level, interactions have the right conditions and get positive 
feedback and self-reinforcement (termed strongly interactive), then the effect can take 
hold and have a significant change on the system - this is a fom i o(clustering, o r a 
repetition o f  local events.^
The distribution o f  inform ation and/'or energy by agents that form clusters is not 
distributed equally because the interactions o f  agents are random. This uneven 
distribution o f  clusters w il l alter the landscape o f  the system and ultim ately affect future
*’ In quantum physics, tim e is often treated as having symmetry. As an example, the 
speed o f  light can alter the properties o f  time, and time can be treated as going backward 
and forward, hence symmetrical.
' Equilibrium  is a form o f  stasis. Theories for social systems, which are based on 
equilibrium , have the inherent flaw o f  developing a premise on stasis.
 ̂ However, local interactions w ill not create radical change in a larger, more stable 
system; changes w ill be slight, as larger systems are able to withstand internal turbulence 
more readily than smaller, simple systems.
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interactions o f  some or many o f  the agents w ith in  the system. ' These clusters w il l 
compete to dominate space. Over time, the overall pattern o f  interactions in the system, 
w hich includes the clustering effects, can be detected. One means o f  accom plishing this 
is by doing computer modeling. Agents (w ith  coded attributes) are programmed to 
interact w ith  each other in a modeled environm ent. Each run o f  the program is termed an 
iteration.^" The computer model w ill produce a pattern, which is actually a d ig ita l map 
o f  agent interactions through m ultip le iterations. These patterns can be quite beautiful 
and they are called attractors or strange attractors.
One can visualize clusters o f  energy or in fo rm a tion  that agents would stumble upon in 
the course o f  their interactions which w ill have an affect on the agent and future 
interactions.
In a computer model, simulation over tim e  constitutes m ultip le  iterations (or program 
runs) and these can vary from a few as in the case o f  analyzing generational effects o f  
human beings to thousands as in the case o f  analyzing the m ob ility  o f  ant populations.
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Figure 1. Lorenz’s strange attractor.
In the early 60s Edward Lorenz plotted 
sev eral variables describing the 
movement o f  a weather system. This 
famous “ butterfly mask”  is a strange 
attractor which is a fractal portrait o f  
the unpredictability found in weather. 
The recurring shapes indicate that the 
weather does not fo llow  the exact same 
pattern, so is in essence unpredictable, 
yet it always resembles itself, so it is 
self-sim ilar (Briggs 1992:142).
Comple.xity scientists believe that there is an organizational a b ility  w ith in 
complex systems that make them act the way they do. and this is temied sclf- 
organirailon. “  The system has the capacity to self-organi/e, there is a natural drive to 
optim ize the organization" (C illie rs 1998:98). Dynamic systems develop in a way to 
maxim ize energy or infom iation. “ The capacity for self-organization is a property o f  
complex systems which enables them to develop or change internal structure 
spontaneously and adaptively in order to cope with, or manipulate, their environment”  
(C illie rs 1998:91 ). The stability o f  a system is detemiined by the competitive interaction 
between clusters and between agents. .\nd conipciiiioii is a key point in complex systems.
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Com petition moves a system away from  equilibrium}^ Weak and small clusters w il l be 
elim inated and replaced by stronger, larger ones, which in turn w il l d iv ide once a point o f  
criticality is reached. A  point o f  c ritica lity  or edge o f chaos is the point just between 
stab ility  and instability. This tendency toward critica lity  is caused by fluctuations in 
energy (which is dependent upon rich, diverse, agent interaction) and results in an 
increasingly more complex system. “ D iversity breeds more diversity, thereby fueling the 
growth o f  com plexity" (Batten 2000:76). And many systems thrive at this edge o f  chaos, 
where competition, change, and d ivers ity  are at the optimal level -  the level just before 
complete disorder and breakdown.
Constraints in Complexity 
What makes the world take the shape it does? What stops complete disorder?
The answer is that there is a propensity for systems to seek order -  and in fact, most 
natural w orld  systems seek order at equilibrium  (Hubler 2001). However, systems that 
include competition, by their very nature, also have a tendency to move away from 
equilibrium , and this enables them to maintain v iab ility . In the physical world, 
competition is not always in play, but in the social world, it is always a factor; we see it 
in insect colonies, animal populations, and human societies. In a system w ith  a scarcity 
o f  resources and unequal power distribution, there is and has to be competition, and in
' ' A ny system which has com petition must stay at the “ edge o f  chaos" (a point between 
equilibrium  and chaos) in order to maintain optimal results. Equ ilib rium  necessitates a 
continu ity or predictability which impedes competition. As example: I f  everyone knew 
exactly what to expect in the stock market because it had settled into a state o f 
equilibrium  and predictability, then the stock market as we know it could not function. 
An element o f surprise is always a condition o f  a system that contains competition 
(Hubler 2001).
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order to deal w ith  competition, adaptive behaviors need to be developed.'" Adaptation is 
a function o f  com petition and it is adaptation that supports the evolutionary dynamics o f  
complex systems.
In com bination w ith  adaptation, evolution and coevolution, we can expect to find 
self-organization. Self-organization would explain w hy the world, w ith its lim itless 
possibilities o f  life  forms has not run amok into something like  a Star W ars’ bar scene, 
but instead has restricted itse lf to a re latively lim ited  scale o f  diversity. Over the history 
o f  the earth 99.9%  o f  all species have become extinct. O f the 50 b illion  species that have 
lived here on earth during the last 600 m illion  years, only 10-30 m illion  have survived 
(Kauffman 1993).
According to b io logist Stuart Kauffman, o f  the Santa Fe Institute, during the first 
100 m illion years, life  on earth was in a chaotic state creating b illions o f  variants o f  
species. A tte r that time, things stabilized and patterns emerged as self-organization 
began at the level o f  an ecosystem. O f all the possible combinations o f  phyla (body 
design) and species that have existed, or could have existed, on ly 6,000 variants o f  
mammals have been able to evolve into the com plexity o f  larger brain capacity ( 1993).
The reason for this is that not only is natural selection part o f  the process but an inherent 
order is guiding the formation o f  phyla (Lovelock 1988). There are, according to Brian 
Goodwin, o f  the Open University in England, biological morphotypes guided by a ghost­
like  attractor d ictating the development and confin ing the d iversity o f  phyla. Genotypes
'■ In his book. The C om plexity o f  Cooperation. Robert Axelrod states that, “ Emergent 
properties are often surprising because it can be hard to anticipate the fu ll consequences 
o f  even simple forms o f  interaction ... when the agents use adaptive rather than 
optim izing strategies, deducing the consequences is often impossible”  (1997:4).
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are lim ited; not on ly  by evolutionary survival o f  the fittest, but also by this underlying 
order that prevents too much entropy - too much disorder (W aldrop 1992). This is a call 
back to Plato and his ideal forms. And with its search fo r universality. Com plexity does 
have a kind o f  teleological theme; however. C om plex ity  scientists would not admit to this 
association, since they ground themselves in the hard sciences. “ Teleological 
explanations, in academe, are a sin against the holy sp irit o f  scientific rationality; they 
deny the ob jectiv ity  o f  Nature (Lovelock 1998).”  A n  example o f  such a teleological 
theme, which has a new-age tw ist to it, is James Love lock 's  “ Gaia”  theory. This theory 
states that the earth is a liv ing  body, and Lovelock’ s methodological approaches fit into 
Complexity.
Com plexity scientists use both mathematical abstractions and physical laws to 
search for patterns in the natural and social worlds. A nd  importantly, w ith in Com plexity 
there is a split between the two d ifferent approaches o f  mathematics and physics. Ian 
Stewart sees mathematics as the underlying abstract essence o f  all things in the world.
He says “ Mathematicians always see any particular object as a special instance o f  
something more general. Draw them a triangle, and they w on ’ t measure its angles to see 
w hich triangle it is; they w il l ask which o f  its features arc typical o f all triangles... they 
understand life  in the abstract, not in  the particular”  (1998:240).
Ian Stewart’s approach to Com plexity is m athem atically based, where 
mathematical abstractions and the universality o f  numbers comes into play, w ith rules
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such as power laws, Z ip fs  Law, the Golden Number, Fibonacci sequence, and 
Feiuenbaum's number.' '
Figure 2 (Stewart 1998:105) Fiuure 3 (Stewart 1998: 97)
Figure 2 is a cross section o f  a Nautilus showing its logarithm ic spiral shape, which also 
subscribes to power laws. Figure 3 is a tightly wound spiral separated by the golden 
angle (related to the golden number) and creates what looks like a Fibonacci spiral.
Computer s im ulation models are always based on mathematics since they are set 
in a mathematically generated world, i.e.. the computer. Mathematical approaches deal 
w ith such things as genetic algorithms, cellular automata and neuronal networks, 
described as to Hows: 1. Genetic algorithms allow for adaptive change o\ er time based
' Power laws mean that d istributions exhibit scaling variation in an exponential way 
(V ') . Z ip fs  Law states that size has a scaled relationship to its ranking, and this can be 
applied to the population o f  cities as well as other social phenomena. (S, = c r , ‘ where S 
= size and r = rank). The Golden Number is a proportional property o f  an irrational 
number defined as ( I  + ~5 ) 2. and can be found as the basis for the spiral shape o f  snail 
shells as well as galaxies (see figure 2). The Fibonacci sequence is the natural sequence 
o f  numbers that occurs u hen you add the previous two numbers o f  a sequence together to 
fom i the next number, such as 1, 1,2, 3, 5, S, 13, 21,34, 55... This natural proportional 
sequence confomis to a com m only tbund ratio o f  1.61S, which is basis tor much 
architectural structure and natural design occurring in the physical w orld (see figure 3). 
Feigenbaum's number is a ratio o f  4.669 that applies to e\ cry period doubling state, 
which for example can be found in the natural growth o f  c ity  populations.
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on each agent’s history o f  interactions, which utilizes previously successful strategies, 
i.e., remember what works, discard what doesn’ t. 2. C ellu lar automata are models set in 
a 1, 2 o r 3 dimensional environment o r phase space. Each cell interacts w ith  each other 
cells in their environment, and patterns o f  interactions w il l develop over time. 3. Neural 
networks are s im ilar to cellu lar automata except that the configuration o f  the environment 
or phase space is multi-layered in a connectivist manner, meaning that dissemination o f  
information between ‘neurons’ or nodes o f  connectivity interact in a network-like 
structure, in a manner s im ila r to the way a brain functions. The mathematical foundation 
o f  computers can create simulated worlds o f  natural or social systems that operate based 
on numerical values assigned to the variables o f  agents and the landscape w ith in  a 
system. Computers can model complex systems such as the human brain, language, 
societies, economic markets, and ecosystems.
In contrast, the physics approach deals w ith such things as turbulence, entropy 
and phase transition and the laws associated w ith  physical phenomena. So in terms o f  
analyzing the physical properties o f  an actual system, the emphasis would be on the 
physics side. However, when a researcher wants to simulate a system (be it social or 
natural), the emphasis is on mathematical abstraction. O f  course, there are overlaps 
between the two emphases because they are not mutually exclusive and both approaches 
utilize computation and computer m odeling for research.
In summary, it is the case that even w ith in  Com plexity there are differences in 
emphasis for the treatment o f  physical, natural, and social systems. But for the purposes 
o f  this thesis we w ill continue h igh ligh ting  the overarching commonalities o f  complex 
systems in the physical, natural, and social worlds. In review, the key concepts, which
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can be applied to all complex systems, be they physical, natural, or social, are: 
emergence, self-organization, adaptation, evolution, coevolution, positive and negative 
feedback, local interactions and global effects.
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CHAPTER 3
S O C IAL THEORIES A N D  C O M P LE X IT Y  
This chapter w il l  address the second challenge: Why should we adjust our 
sociological theories to include Complexity? The key concepts o f  C om plexity  discussed 
abo\ e can be tbund piecemeal in existing sociological theory. The problem is that these 
concepts are never fu lly  integrated or fu lly  developed in anyone particular theoretical 
paradigm. The three m ajor paradigms o f  sociology: Positivist. Interpretive, and C ritica l 
have elements that mesh well w ith Complexity, but none o f  them go all the way. First we 
w il l examine the positiv is t paradigm, since there is significant conceptual s im ila rity  
between it and Com plexity. The chapter w ill then continue with a comparison o f  
Com plexity to the other sociological paradigms: interpretive and critica l theory. Finally, 
postmodern and fem inist theories and sim ilarities to Com plexity w il l be discussed.
Positivist Paradigm 
The positivist paradigm came from the Enlightenment w ith  its emphasis on 
rational and naturalist scientific approaches. Positivists look for overarching, law -like  
regularities to describe the social world as in Parson’s structural functionalism.
S im ilarly. Com plexity looks for regularities in the form o f  patterns. But in contrast, those 
patterns are not law -like  and they have no predictive capabilities.
27
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Positivists often compare the social w orld  to the natural world, as in D urkhe im ’s 
organic structure o f  society. S im ilarly. C om plexity compares the social w orld  to the 
physical and natural worlds because o f  the nonlinear, complex, and dynam ic nature 
inherent in all three. But in contrast, the term dynamic does not mean the same thing as 
organic. Organic implies a discernable interrelationship between constituent parts, while 
dynamic implies an emergent behavior that cannot be reduced to elemental parts.
Positivists can emphasize the causal effect and interdependence o f  ind iv idua l 
actions and group behavior, as in Homan's rational choice theory. S im ila rly , Com plexity 
emphasizes local interactions and global effects. But in contrast, the psychological 
element and rational motives o f  the individual are absent in Com plexity, also absent is 
linear cause and effect between agents and the group.
However, this thesis research has found that rational choice is the best f it  for 
Com plexity integration. This is due to the fo llow ing  reasons: Rational choice based 
theories emphasize a mathematical approach and an economics foundation, they often use 
probability theory, and they often search for universal behavior in the form  o f  patterns. 
Offshoots o f  rational choice theory include po litica l game theory and social exchange 
theory; both w ill be examined in some detail in this chapter.
Rational Choice Theories
In 1944, John V'onNeumann, a mathematician, and Oskar Morgenstem. an 
economist, jo ined together to publish Theory o f  Games and Economic Behavior. Theirs 
was a theory o f  decision-making according to the principles o f  m axim izing ‘ expected 
u tility ’ . Their work laid the foundation for rational choice theory (Dawes 1988:11 ).
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Rational choice means there is a th ink ing  person making decisions about the way he or 
she interacts w ith  others. Rational choice involves a ‘personal interest', w hich can be 
based upon u tility  (in an economic sense) as in VonNeumann, or u ti l ity  can be replaced 
w ith  other functions such as social acceptance or social rewards, as in Homans and Blau.
There are sim ilarities and contrasts between rational choice based theories and 
Com plexity. As stated above rational choice based theories are s im ila r to Com plexity 
because both u tilize probability theory to find patterns, which in essence is an attempt to 
find structural universalities in the world, in addition, rational choice theories stem from 
economics and Complexity has already established a strong foothold in economics.
O ther strong sim ilarities include the concepts o f  adaptive and evolutionary behavior for 
agents.
In contrast, one o f  the main differences between a rational choice based-model 
and a Complexity-based model is one o f  future expectations for an agent. Future 
expectations are paramount in rational choice because an agent anticipates the effect or 
outcome o f  his present actions, and this cause and effect relationship is based upon a 
th ink ing  o r rational process. However, Com plexity only deals w ith  past behavior and 
incorporates a randomness into future behavior which sets it apart from  rational choice. 
“ Decisions based purely on the basis o f  the outcomes o f  past experience do not satisfy 
[the] criterion o f  rationality, because they are not made with regard to probable 
consequences" (Dawes 1988:258). We can look in some detail at how rational choice 
based theories fit in w ith Complexity.
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Homans' Rational Choice 
George Homans believed that studying the small group was the "w ay to get a ll the 
way around " the complex interactions that take place w ith in  a group (1950: 3). He saw a 
distinct difference between the small group and the larger organization in the sense that 
small groups are simple enough to a llow  for the understanding o f  group dynamics. M any 
o f  Homans concepts in describing group dynamics are sim ilar to Com plexity. Homans 
speaks o f  feedback, adaptation, evolution, and emergence. However, there are 
differences such as centrality, and o f  course, rationality. But first, let us look at the 
sim ilarities, since they are numerous.
Many o f  Homans words w ou ld  fit right in w ith  Com plexity literature, especially 
his emphasis on feedback affects. “ The group is not passive before the environment, it 
reacts. It even defines what its environment shall be ... The relationship between group 
and environment is never a one-way matter”  (p. 107). This is s im ila r to the feedback 
effect discussed earlier. And Homans acknowledges that emergent behavior comes from 
the dynamics o f  interactions. “ The circu it has attained a steady state, but we think o f 
that state as being maintained by a continuous, circular, and dynamic process. We can 
also th ink o f  the behavior o f  a group as this kind o f  process, and if. in describing the 
process, we choose to begin w ith  the external system, we can say that the internal system 
is continually emerging out o f  the external and continually feeding back to modify the 
external system, or rather, to bu ild  up the social system as a whole in to something more 
than the external system we started w ith ”  (p. 153).
Homans also believes that the attitudes o f  persons are changed by membership in 
groups, and that these attitudinal changes cause behavioral changes in their activities and
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interactions (p. 109). For Homans, this is the way norms are created. “ Norms do not 
materialize out o f  nothing, they emerge from ongoing activ ities”  (p. 127).
For Homans the environment is external to the group, the group is set w ith in  its 
environment, and although the two interact w ith each other, the environm ent is treated 
more separately than it is in Com plexity. However, adaptation to the environment is a 
key element in his theory, and. in fact, he espouses an evolutionary approach in a 
Darwinian sense. “ The demands o f  the environment cannot be disregarded... in fact, in 
the favorable instance the group spontaneously evolves the behavior necessary to 
improve its standard o f  liv in g ”  (p. 88) and he says further, “ Adaptation is the name we 
give to the parallelism between what successful operations on the environm ent may 
require and what the organism itse lf creates. .Adaptation is as characteristic o f  the group 
as it is o f  other organisms”  (p. 155).
The comparison to an organism is actually a reference to Hom ans' organic 
structure o f groups. “ The organic nature o f  society goes far beyond anything conceived 
by the functional anthropologists, that functional relationships -  and dysfunctional ones 
too -  not only do emerge but cannot help emerging, that, in the sm all group at least, they 
tend to produce a positive surplus, a margin o f  safety in the qualities the group needs for 
survival, and that this surplus may be used, not simply to maintain the existing adaptation 
o f  the group to its environment, but to achieve a new and better adaptation. We are 
interested in survival, but in evolution too”  (p. 272). Homans compares the body to the 
social system. “ .A social system has at least one characteristic in common w ith  a 
biological system such as a liv in g  being: it is an organized whole made up o f  units that 
are themselves organized... the individual is analogous in the group to the cell in the
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body”  (p. 313). He believed that the metaphoric body is not healthy unless its cells are 
healthy and vice versa (p. 312).
Even thougli this organic metaphor can be compared to Durkheim ’s view o f  an 
organic society. Homans argued that Durkheim was wrong w ith  respect to social facts. 
Durkheim  believed society was sui generis "Every time that any elements whatever, in 
com bining, release new phenomena by the fact o f  their com bination, it is necessary to 
th ink o f  these phenomena as situated not in the elements but in the whole formed by their 
un ion" (Durkheim quoted in Homans p. 317). Homan’s critique was that Durkheim 
failed to recognize that human behavior could be both an ind iv idua l consciousness 
phenomenon and a social phenomenon. Durkheim thought in temis o f  cause and effect 
and not mutual dependence between the individual and society. For Homans, the nomis 
o f  society arise from the mutual relations o f  individuals, fo r Durkheim , the nomis o f  
society constrain the ind ividual.
Although the organic approach that Homans takes is d ifferent from Durkheim ’s, it 
s till is not exactly like the dynamics involved in Com plexity, even though there is a sense 
that Homans is heading in the d irection o f  dynamics. “ O ur whole approach has been 
designed to help us see a social system as a configuration o f  dynamic forces. Sometimes 
the configuration is in balance, and a steady state o f  the system is maintained; sometimes 
it is out o f  balance, and continu ing change occurs.”  (p. 282). “ O ur emphasis is on the 
dynamic forces”  (p. 282). For Homans, organic and dynamic have a sim ilar meaning, 
however this is not the case in Com plexity. Organic s till means separate and 
distinguishable parts; dynamic does not.
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Homans does not make a clear d istinction between emergence and centralization. 
Homans believed in  centrality, hierarchy and stra tification. He states, “ C iv iliza tion 
means centralization”  (p. 466) and “ Whether o r not modem society requires large-scale 
organization i f  it is to maintain its complex adaptation to the natural environment, the fact 
certainly is that the process o f  centralization is s till going on both in business and in 
government”  (p. 467). But Homans is w riting  at a tim e before the huge change in 
communications and inform ation technology, w hich has brought w ith it the social 
phenomenon o f  decentralization. His is s till a linear w ay o f  thinking that is in confiict 
with emergence. Further Homans’ concept o f  emergence does not include any fom i o f  
self-organization in the same sense in which it is used in  Complexity. An increasingly 
complex society brings about depersonalization, specialization, and increasing 
bureaucracy as Weber would espouse, and these factors lead to fragmentation and 
decentralization. Homans would still hang on to a pyram id scheme o f  social order.
However, Homans lists key concepts to group structure as, "M utual dependence 
o f sentiment and in teraction... mutual dependence o f  interaction and activ ity ... mutual 
dependence o f  sentiment and activ ity  ... reaction o f  the intem al system on the extemal ... 
feedback ... adaptation”  (p. 89), and this sounds very much like Complexity. He states 
that, [A  social system is] the activities, interactions, and sentiments o f  the group 
members, together w ith  the mutual relations o f  these elements w ith one another during 
the time the group is active... the social system exists in its environment”  (p. 87).
Homans’ theory contains the concepts o f  recip rocity and equilibrium . He views 
reciprocity as an in form al, intemal control. "A n y  departure from equivalence between 
two men w ill bring about a decrease in their favorable sentiments toward one another;
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and vice versa”  (p. 286). He believes in a system o f  sanctions that w ill enforce a form  o f  
reciprocity, “ So far as being liked by another is a reward for a man, and being d is liked  a 
punishment, the control o f  equivalent exchange is again automatic, in the sense that 
departure from equivalence brings some degree o f  punishment”  (p. 286).
A  social system for Homans strives for equ ilibrium  -  “  a social system is in 
equilibrium  and control is effective when the state o f  the elements that enter the system 
and o f  the mutual relationships between them is such that any small change in one o f  the 
elements w ill be fo llowed by changes in the other elements tending to reduce the amount 
o f  that change”  (p. 304). Homans’ concepts o f  reciprocity and equilibrium do not f it  w e ll 
w ith  Complexity, but arc carried forward in  B lau ’s exchange theory, and in A xe lro d ’s 
game theory. And it is Blau and Axelrod that shift reciprocity and equilibrium  toward 
Complexity.
B lau’s Social Exchange Theory 
Blau focuses on the importance o f  reciprocity and norms in his theory, w hich can 
fit in w ith  Complexity. He believes in the emergent properties o f  social behavior, in  a 
s im ila r manner to C om p lex ity ’s concept o f  emergence. He states that “ The basic 
question that is being raised is how social life  becomes organized into increasingly 
complex structures o f  associations among men”  and adds that “ complex [processes come] 
from simpler social processes”  (1964:2). This is a key concept in Complexity: the simple 
can lead to the complex.
For Blau, nomis are reinforced by social rewards, and his idea o f  social rewards 
consist o f  winning the social favor o f others, or being accepted and liked by others. Blau
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states, “ Since there is no direct social interactions among most members o f  a large 
com m unity o r entire society, some other mechanism must mediate the structure o f  social 
relations among them. Value consensus provides this mediating mechanism.”  He adds, 
” ... values and norms become institutionalized and perpetuated ... a lthough not w ithout 
m odification, and they shape the course o f  social life  in the society and the social patterns 
that emerge in particular groups”  (p. 253).
Blau assumes there exists a rational person seeking the highest expected u tility , 
even though he leaves room for the irrational person or for unanticipated actions that do 
not y ie ld the highest u tility . In contrast. C om plexity ignores the rational person. In 
addition, there is a sense o f  equilibrium  in social exchange theory that is not present in 
Com plexity. We g ive a g ift, someone gives a g ift back, and this form  o f  recip rocity w ill 
cause a state o f  equ ilib rium  according to social exchange theory. In C om plexity, 
equ ilibrium  w ill bring the system to a halt. In other words, once the reciprocity  is in 
balance, there is no further need to give o r get. A ll interactions would cease. But for 
Blau reciprocity is based upon "a desire to obtain social rewards ... and the resulting 
exchanges o f  benefits" ( 1964:18) so the exchange does not stop w ith  one cycle o f  
reciprocity. Blau believes that reciprocity and norms are adaptive processes that are 
constantly in  flux. He states that, "[There is] a strain toward equilibrium  in social 
structures, the same forces that restore balance or equ ilibrium  in one respect are 
imbalancing or disequilibriating forces in others, which means that the very process o f  
adjustment creates imbalances requiring further adjustments”  (p. 7).
Blau does not believe that the small group and the large organization have much 
in common. Blau states that, "complex social stnicture[s] that characterize large
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collectives d iffe r fundamentally from  the sim pler structures o f  small groups.”  And he 
adds, " [A ]  distinctive characteristic o f  macrostructure is that their component elements 
are interrelated social structures, whereas the elements o f  microstructures are interrelated 
individuals”  (p. 253). In contrast C om p lex ity  w ill acknowledge that group size matters 
w ith  respect to the overall effects in the system, but it w ill argue that structurally, small 
groups may not be significantly d iffe rent from larger groups, i.e., a group o f  individuals 
may have the same type o f  behavior as a group o f  organizations, and organizations may 
have the same type o f behavior as a group o f  larger institutions. In Com plexity, 
structural sim ilarities can transcend various group sizes.
In Complexity, the emergent properties o f  a macrostructure are created by the 
elements o f  the interrelated interactions o f  individuals, and macro structures cannot be 
reduced to elemental parts. Blau is somewhat supportive o f  this concept, when he 
expresses that the macro-level cannot be reduced to its constituent elements. Blau states, 
“ The Scylla o f  abstract conceptions is too remote from obserx able em pirical reality and 
the Charybdis o f  rediictionism ignores emergent social and structural properties”  (p. 3), 
and w ith  this, he fits well into C om plexity.
Fundamentally, Blau has some interesting similarities w ith Com plexity; his 
acknowledgement o f emergent processes, complex social systems, and patterns o f  
behavior. However, even though he speaks o f  equilibrium in flux, he s till bases his entire 
theory on a form o f equilibrium. A  social system has competition bu ilt into it, and any 
system w ith  competition w ill not tend toward equilibrium or it w il l become static.
Homans recognizes competition and its consequences: adaptation and evolution, but Blau 
does not emphasize the importance o f  these characteristics. Where Homans had the
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concepts o f  adaptation and evolution. Blau had the concepts o f  emergence and anti­
reduction, but neither developed a theory that would be really compatible w ith 
Com plexity.
A xe lrod ’s Political Game Theory 
Robert Axelrod, a pioneer in game theory, wrote a book entitled The Com plexity 
o f  Cooperation. He helped develop the concept that cooperation is a result o f  reciprocity 
using computer models o f  the Prisoner’ s Dilemma game. In Prisoner’s Dilemma (which 
is a two-person iterated game), the overrid ing program that was the most effective was a 
simple tit-for-ta t program. Each prisoner did exactly what the other prisoner did on the 
iteration before, taking into account the remembered history o f  the other prisoner’ s 
actions. Therefore strategies based on revenge, selfishness, or try ing  to outw it the other 
prisoner were not the most successful over time.
In a modified version o f  Prisoner’s Dilemma, Axelrod u tilized the concepts o f 
com plexity to revise his model o f  the game'"*. He incorporated m u ltip le  agents to create a 
complex system and found that the simple strategy o f reciprocity does not hold in the 
m ulti-agent game. This he feels is because there is no way for the cooperating agents to 
enforce punishment on the defective agents (as in the two-player version). Axelrod then 
developed a ‘ norms’ game where the agents were able to punish those who did not 
cooperate, and he believed this model showed how norms emerge from  interactions o f  
agents. In his multi-agent, complex model, Axelrod attempted to define the variables that 
created cooperation. He was searching for a global type o f  effect that could serve a
'■* Axelrod developed a genetic algorithm for his complex model o f  cooperation.
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useful purpose in describing what causes cooperation between m u ltip le  agents. As he 
stated, he was "looking for large-scale effects o f locally in teracting agents which exhibit 
emergent properties”  (.Axelrod 1997:4). A xe lrod ’s idea models ranged from cooperation 
between groups o f individuals to cooperation between groups o f  nation states.
Axelrod defines norms as behavior that takes place w ith o u t a central authority or 
any central leader and often invo lve  emergent processes. He speculates that 
"metanorms”  must be present and operating as the enforcer o f  norms; otherwise, the 
norms w il l  die out. "W ithou t metanorms, even members o f  the stronger group tend to be 
free-riders, w ith no private incentive to bear enforcement costs”  (p. 56).
How many people have to internalize a norm before it gains stability? According 
to Axelrod, seeing others do something creates a social no m i and the actions o f  those 
around us intluence what we do and how we do it. "The actions o f  others provide 
in fom iation  about what is proper fo r us, even i f  we do not know  the reasons ...[B ]y  
conform ing to the actions o f  those around us, we fu lfill a psychological need to be part o f  
a group”  (p. 59). In A xe lrod ’ s model, norms break down because agents do not 
intem alize the norms, which results in a breakdown in con fom iity . The social strategy an 
agent adopts resembles that o f  others in his group. According to Axelrod, i f  an agent 
tries to adapt to strategies o f  a d iffe ren t group then those strategies could cause disastrous 
outcomes for the agent when u tilized  w ith in  his own group. C on fo rm ity  via nomis and 
enforcement o f  norms via metanomis is what makes cooperation w ork  in A xelrod ’s 
‘ nom is’ game.
Rational behavior does not enter into Axelrod ’s model because there are "no 
detailed calculations based on accurate beliefs about the future”  (.Axelrod 1997:47). The
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evolutionary and adaptive behaviors in A xe lrod ’ s model are different from the rational 
behavior o f Homans or Blau. For Axelrod, what works stays, and what does not w ork is 
discarded, and this is how his model o f  a general stock o f  knowledge is built. In contrast, 
Blau, although not dismissing adaptive strategies, does include a future perspective 
(including expectations o f  outcomes) based upon a rational choice concept as opposed to 
A xe lrod ’s simple historical-experiential based model. This particular contrast is the most 
significant in any comparison between rational choice based models and C om plexity 
models — a tru ly  thinking, rational agent is missing in Complexity.
Having said all that, the emphasis on ind iv idual interactions as a process does not 
have to be all that alienating. A fte r all, Herbert B lum er likens symbolic interaction to a 
process.
Interpretive Paradigm 
The interpretive paradigm focuses on meaning and process. For George Mead, 
meaning comes from socialization or interactions w ith  others. Knowledge is not a thing; 
it is a process that develops when people interact w ith  others. The interpretive paradigm 
also looks for patterns o f  meaning in order to describe the social world. Blumer looks for 
patterns o f  interactions to understand the social world.
These concepts o f  searching for patterns, and stressing the importance o f 
interactions and process fit w e ll w ith  Com plexity. However, as Blumer would probably 
argue. Complexity is missing the man -  there is no real human element in Com plexity 
only simulated social environments. Below is a more detailed comparison and contrast 
between Blumer’s symbolic interaction and Com plexity.
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Blum er and Interactions 
"Hum an group life  on the level o f  sym bolic interaction is a vast process in which 
people are form ing, sustaining, and transform ing the objects o f  their world as they come 
to give meaning to objects”  (Blumer, 1969:12) and "meaning [arises] in the process o f  
interaction between people”  (p.4). In sym bolic interaction, meaning comes from 
interactions. So too, in Comple.xity, the patterns o f  meaning for a system come from 
interactions. According to Blumer, the three premises o f  symbolic interaction are: 1. "  
Human beings act toward things on the basis o f  the meanings that the things have for 
them ... 2. The meaning o f  such things is derived from, or arises out of, the social 
interaction that one has w ith  one’s fe llo w s ... and 3. These meanings arc handled in, and 
m odified through, and interpretative process used by the person in dealing w ith the things 
he encounters”  (p. 2). Comple.xity can actually prove the va lid ity  o f  symbolic interaction 
in a very hard science’ way. It is necessarily the interactions o f  agents that shape the 
environment.
However, methodologically C om plexity  and symbolic interaction cannot be seen 
as sim ilar. A  prime reason for this is that the use o f  a computer model to explain human 
interactions would be antithetical to any k ind  o f  sym bolic interaction viewpoint. Blumer 
argues that computers cannot model the social w orld, because on ly  an examination o f  the 
actual social world provides an adequate understanding o f  human behavior (p.48). He 
ra ils against the quantitative method o f  inquiry, and views the reduction o f human 
behavior to systematic set o f  numbers as rid iculous. Symbolic interaction is essentially 
about direct obserx ation and investigating the em pirical social w orld  as opposed to 
investigating hypothetical models or creating simulated environments in which to find
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cause for human behavior. To be fair, when using C om plexity  for research, the processes 
o f ‘ meaning’ and ‘ interpretation’ do not come from the ind iv idual being studied, but 
actually come from the researcher (in  the fom i o f  variables and values). It can be argued 
that subjectivity is present in all research, and Blumer warns against these biases (p.52). 
However, it seems more like ly  that subjectivity w ill manifest in a simulated-world model, 
than in a descriptive empirical real-world method.
F inally. B lum er talks about large-scale or molar parts o f  society and makes the 
case that the molar is formed by interactions. He states. “ A  knowledge o f  large-scale 
organizations and com plexly organized areas is to be sought in the examination ... 
represented by what the participants do”  (pg. 59). He does not agree with the structural- 
functionalist approach o f  exam ining large systems as ‘ ‘entities operating in their own 
right w ith  their own dynamics”  or " in  terms o f  organizational principles or system 
principles”  (p. 58). C om plexity is steadfastly in the same com er w ith  Blumer — systems 
are not independent o f  individual actions, but are the emergent product o f  the complex 
interactions o f  agents.
Critical Paradigm
The critical paradigm w il l also look at pattems in the social world, but they hold 
that these pattems are h istorica lly or culturally specific, and can be explained as 
tendencies instead o f  law -like regularities (as in positivist theories). The critical 
paradigm examines the implications and ramifications o f  structural effects on society as 
in M arx ’s theory o f  class conflict. Historical context, power, and stmcture are all 
important aspects for critica l theorists. These concepts also blend w e ll w ith Complexity,
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for in Complexity, the past determines the present, there can be competition and 
dominance, and the macro effects the m icro.
However, differences exist as w ell. In Com plexity, local agent interactions create 
the overall system. And pow er shifts are far more flu id in Complexity than they are in 
critica l theory. There is also a concept in C om plexity that the simple leads to the 
complex, which Habermas has attached h im se lf to, and he has debated w ith  N ik las 
Luhmann, a Neo-functionalist specializing in systems theory, who takes the other side o f  
Com plexity, and argues fo r open-endedness. Below is a b rie f summary o f  their thoughts.
Habermas versus Luhmann 
There are diverging views that can come from Complexity. “ On the one hand, 
com plexity can be related to orig inal s im p lic ity  and therefore investigated as an outcome 
o f  that s im p lic ity ... on the other hand, com plexity can never be fu lly  reduced to an 
underlying s im p lic ity ...”  (Rasch 2000: 39). Habermas, since he is looking for a 
norm atively constructed consensus o f  language, takes the former approach. He is against 
unbridled relativism, and so he brings into play the idea that “ [com plexity] can be 
generated by underlying s im p lic ity ”  (p. 45). “ In his concern with legitimate ra tiona lity  
and a legitimate, normative, p o litica lly  emancipatory tota lity, Habemias has enlisted the 
aid o f  reconstructive science to in tensify his investigation o f  the underlying s im p lic ity  
that is said to determine com plex behavior”  (p.45).
In contradiction, Luhmann takes the other side Com plexity and focuses on 
irreducib ility . “ Luhmann's basic defin ition  o f  [C jom plex ity  involves the standard notion 
o f  a quantitatively defined threshold above which it is not possible for an obserxer to
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relate all o f  a system’s elements to each other”  (Rasch 2000:46). Luhmann believes that 
the ‘mathematization’ o f  the natural sciences has taught us that ever\lh ing  can be further 
decomposed, that we have embarked on a search w ith  no end w ith  a seemingly in fin ite  
series o f  smaller and smaller particles (p.47). For him, reductionism is no longer 
possible. "Thus, [fo r Luhmann] no discipline can define for itse lf a final resting place by 
cla im ing ultimate or total knowledge o f  a field, since any given fie ld is forever being 
reconstituted by the very act o f  study that seeks to gain knowledge o f  it”  (p. 48).
Habermas attempted to lim it relativism by applying the concept o f  original 
s im p lic ity  in Complexity, and Luhmann attempted to expand relativism  by applying the 
concept o f  emergence and anti-reduction in Com plexity. The problem arises when only 
specific parts o f  a theory are used in a manner that would then alter the meaning o f  the 
entire theory. Habermas has committed this fallacy. That simple rules can create 
complex behavior, is fundamentally part o f  Com plexity, however, this can never leave 
room for any form o f  reductionism. D ifferent social theorists w ill use parts o f 
Com plexity that best support their own existing theories. This is often happens in 
postmodern and feminist theories.
Postmodern Social Theories and Feminists Theory 
There exists an attraction to Com plexity by many postmodern philosophers and 
social theorists. This "postmodern science”  or “ ironic science”  (Horgan 1996) appeals in 
d ifferent ways to different theorists. Chaos and C om plexity holds the same a ffin ity  to 
change, flux, and randomness that the Pre-Socratics held, which has been revived in 
postmodern dialogue. Com plexity is contradictory and ironic w ith  its intertw ining
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associations o f  micro/macro perspectives, local interactions/global effects, and 
inductive/deductive logics. Irony also plays itse lf out in neologisms such as 
‘deterministic chaos’ and 'fuzzy log ic ’ .
The concept o f ‘ becoming’ is intrinsic to C om plexity, and G illes Deleuze makes 
this point in his concept o f  the rhizome’ . Deleuze states that "the rhizome is something 
altogether different, a riuip ami not a tracing ... the map does not reproduce an 
unconscious closed on itself; it constructs it ... [ it] is open, connectable in all its 
dimensions, and capable o f  being dismantled; it is reversible, and susceptible to constant 
m odification ... [ it ]  always has m ultip le entrances”  (Deleuze and Guattari I9S3: 26). 
Deleuze’s rhizome is in flux, becoming, nonlinear, and dynamic. These concepts all fit 
well w ith  Com plexity. In fact, Deleuze likes to use the jargon o f  Chaos and C om plexity 
to create a philosophic world that is fractal^^ in nature, a philosophic world that consists 
o f multidimensional planes o f  thought and lines o f  fligh t (Deleuze 1994).
C om plexity has an appeal to the anti-status quo and the anti-authority stance in 
postmodernism. W ith  its anti-reductionist scientific models, it goes against the grain o f  
classical science. Although Lyotard criticizes science as a legitimating discourse that 
reinforces the status quo, he gives praise to "postmodern sciences” . He acknowledges 
that there is “ a current in contemporary mathematics that questions the very possibility o f  
precise measurement and thus the prediction o f  the behavior or objects even on the 
human scale”  (1984:58). He adds, “ postmodern science -  by concerning itse lf w ith such
Fractals (short for fractional dimension) are any curve or surface that has a sim ilar 
structure independent o f  scale. This property is temied self-similarity, and means that 
any portion o f  a curxe or surface that is blown up in scale would appear identical to the 
whole curxe. The transitions from one scale to another scale can be seen as iterations o f  a 
scaling process.
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things as undecidables, the lim its  o f  precise control, conflicts characterized by incomplete 
information, ‘ fracta’ . catastrophes, and pragmatic paradoxes -  is theorizing its own 
evolution as discontinuous, catastrophic, nonrecti fiable, and paradoxical. It is changing 
the meaning o f  the word knowledge, while expressing how such a change can take place”
(p. 60).
Com plexity does not dissect the world in order to understand its parts, but looks at 
the whole. It goes beyond the organic, interdependent positiv ist model into the realm o f  
“ liv ing ”  models. The emphasis is not on the mastery o f  the w orld , but on the 
understanding o f  it. And the idea o f  a "Hiving earlh-molher" (Lovelock 1988) and respect 
for nature holds appeal to certain feminist theories. Luce Irigaray says “  I f  a scientific 
model is needed, female sexuality would perhaps fit better w ith  what Prigogine calls 
“ dissipatory”  structures, which proceed in steps from one energy level to another, to cross 
thresholds, a procedure that corresponds to going beyond disorder o r entropy without 
discharge”  (1993:124). C om plexity can also be considered anti-phallogocentric w ith  its 
rejection o f  linear, reductionist methods, its incorporation o f  holistic approaches to 
understanding, and its anti-specialization and interdisciplinary practices.
Recognition o f  local interactions and their internal struggle to establish a 
dominance o f  space (known as clustering in Complexity) is also consistent w ith many 
dialogues o f  postmodernism or poststructuralism. Foucault focuses on power struggles 
and the establishment o f  dominant discourses that affect individuals. For Foucault, the 
power o f  various discourses is in a constant state o f  tlux as more and more discursive 
events take place and struggle for dominance. He states. “ Power circulates -  it is never 
localized here or there -  it is employed and exercised through a net-like organization”
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(Lukes 1986: 234). A t certain points in time, a discourse takes hold and develops in to a 
dominant theme. Once a dominance has been established, it can displace energy from 
competing discourses and lim it the a b ility  o f  alternative discourses to gain ground. Over 
time however, the dominant discourse w il l break apart into competing subsystems, 
resulting in a more complex and diverse system containing a m u ltip lic ity  o f  competing 
discourses. And each discourse is the result o f  its own history stemming from the effects 
o f  the individual. Foucault states that, “ Individuals are the vehicles o f  power, not its 
points o f  application." He adds, “ The ind iv idua l is not the vis-à-vis o f  power, it is one o f  
the prime effects. The individual is an effect o f  power, and at the same tim e is the 
element o f  its articulation" (p. 235). For Foucault, power is always in flux. It is the 
combination and interrelationships o f  power, historical context, and ind ividual actions 
that create the social structure.
In summary, many different theorists have held beliefs consistent in some respects 
w ith  Com plexity and as has been shown, many theorists actually cite concepts in 
Com plexity  to reinforce their own existing theories. But focusing purely on theory and 
interweaving Complexity w ith  social theories sometimes leads to inaccurate, or often, 
esoteric theories that go nowhere. Instead, a better understanding o f  C om plexity and its 
potential usefulness in sociology can come from coming to grips w ith  various 
methodological approaches. G rounding C om plexity  in methods takes away some o f  its 
mystery and add to an appreciation o f  its concepts.
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M ETHO DS
This chapter will address the third challenge: Is Complexity too hard to learn and 
incorporate into sociology? This chapter w ill take the reader through the fundamentals o f 
Complexity methods and compare and contrast them with existing sociological methods. 
A specific type o f computer modeling, called agent-based modeling, will be detailed. But 
first, in order to create an agent-based model, the researcher must understand how the 
concepts o f Complexity are used in conjunction with computer modeling. Therefore the 
chapter w ill begin with a review o f these concepts in relation to computer modeling. In 
addition, it is also helpful to grasp the difference between linearity and nonlinearity in a 
spatial context, in order to understand the analytical difference between Complexity and 
standard regression analyses. Further, to imderstand when Complexity can be used as a 
sociological tool, the researcher must understand some o f the similarities and differences 
between Complexity and current sociological methods. Only then will the researcher be 
able to determine the sociological capabilities o f computer modeling utilizing 
Complexity.
It must be remembered that Complexity is rooted in Newtonian physics. 
Complexity is not putting forth a new set o f physical laws in the way quantum mechanics 
departed from Newtonian laws. What is different is the epistemological approach to 
understanding systems that do not fit neatly into a Newtonian model. To begin, let us
47
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review in more detail the key concepts o f Complexity. The key concepts in Complexity 
are:
•  Dynamic systems
• Simple rules
• Blind actions
• No central authority and self-organization
• Emergent properties
• Micro and macro perspectives
• Evolution, adaptation, and coevolution
• Local interactions and global effects
• Asymmetrical time
• Strong and weak interactions
• Positive feedback
Dynamic Svstems
A complex system that is dynamic in structure means that the system operates in 
stochastic ways, which means that the interactions o f agents within the system are 
numerous, varied, and random. Complex systems can be modeled in a computer utilizing 
genetic algorithms, cellular automata, or neuronal networks (described earlier), but the 
focus in this thesis w ill be on agent-based modeling. Agents should be programmed to 
interact with each other in random ways. The more random the variables coded to the 
agents, the more dynamic the system becomes.
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Simple Rules
In a computer model, agents interact with one another based on a given set o f  
rules. The entire set o f rules constitutes the program. The rules allow the agents to 
interact with each other and with their environment utilizing assigned variables and 
values. Both the agents and the environment are governed by this set o f rules. A  
common mistake is to think that simple rules cannot produce complex behavior. 
Complexity can come from simplicity (Colella et al 2001). When constructing models is 
it best to keep it simple. Too many variables can make the outcome too difficult to 
interpret.
Blind Actions
In a computer model, agents only interact with each other and/or with their 
environment. They do not know what is going on in the whole system overall nor do they 
know what will happen next. No single agent can know what all the other agents are 
doing, since each agent has access only to a limited amount o f local information. Agents 
interact with other agents at the local level, following simple rules. A common mistake 
in programming is to assign a value to an agent, which can impute a type o f prescience or 
a type o f omniscience on the agent’s part. I f  the programmer assigns a value that causes 
an agent to interact in a predetermined manner, then the model is flawed.
No Central Authoritv and Self-Organization 
Systems can display patterns o f order and organization without having one central 
leader or authority dictating how the system should operate. The earlier examples o f  the 
birds and fish describe how this happens. When order arises or emerges spontaneously in 
a system it is deemed to be self-organizing. When modeling, this effect can be
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demonstrated easily by looking at the patterns generated by thousands o f agents 
interacting with each other.
Emergent Properties 
Emergent properties or emergent behavior can happen in both simple and 
complex systems. The system can spontaneously develop collective properties that 
caimot be reduced to the individual local interactions that produced them. (For this 
reason, reductionist thinking does not work when analyzing systems that exhibit 
emergent behavior because lower level interactions will tell you nothing about large-scale 
features o f the system.) The more robust or strongly interactive a system is. the more 
ability it has to produce emergent properties.
Micro and Macro Perspectives 
Complexity’s focus on emergent behavior is important because it bridges the gap 
between micro and macro. Emergent behavior means that interactions on the micro level 
can be inspected and analyzed, but cannot adequately predict what happens at the macro 
level. Instead, we have to look at the two sides separately and acknowledge that macro 
emerges from the micro, while at the same time influencing the micro. One should be 
able to cover one eye and see through a microscope, and then cover the other eye and see 
from a bird’s eye view. To model a social system, one should have a range o f depths o f 
perspective to draw upon and be able to distinguish which level to operationalize the 
particular model on. A  common mistake is to apply macro-concepts to a micro-level 
operation, or vice versa.
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Evolution. Adaptation and Coevolution 
Agents within a system must be constantly adapting to each other and to their 
environment in an evolutionary way in order for the system to continue developing, 
otherwise the system will be static and simply stop. Evolutionary processes are much like 
the way we learn, what works well w ill be used again, and what does not w ill be 
discarded, and agents in a computer model can be programmed to operate in this manner 
(this is specifically termed genetic algorithm).
The environment is not fixed, neither are the interactions o f the agents within the 
environment. The agents adapt to each other by way o f their interactions, while at the 
same time they are operating within an ever-changing environment that affects them, and 
they in turn affect the environment. This process o f mutual and multiple levels o f 
feedback and interaction results in coevolution. When modeling, the programmer must 
consider how interactions affect the environment, how the environment affects the 
interactions, and how the interactions affect each agent. The causal model always entails 
feedback.
Local Interactions and Global Effects 
Interactions at the local level can create something altogether different at the 
global level because o f the factors listed above: evolution, adaptation and coevolution.
And in turn, the global level affects the interactions at the local level. This flip-flop 
between perspectives is caused by the dynamics o f the system, which create emergent 
properties at the global level. The causal model cannot be reductionist in form because of 
emergence and because o f the "arrow o f time” (Prigogine 1996).
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Asymmetrical Time
The “arrow o f time” means that time never goes backward. In a computer model, 
the system only moves forward and each iteration has a specific period o f time associated 
with it. For example, one iteration can equal one generation of agents, one agent- 
interaction interval, or one specific increment o f time. Patterns only emerge as a result of 
multiple iterations. In the case o f agent-based modeling, a single iteration o f the 
interactions o f agents will tell you nothing. It is only the visual pattern that appears after 
multiple iterations are run that w ill show the emergent patterns o f collective behavior 
caused by the agents’ interactions.
Strong and Weak Interactions 
The more numerous the agents and the more rapid their movements (or the more 
energy associated with each agent), the stronger the interactions can be. Fewer, slower 
agents w ill have weaker interactions, while many, rapid agents w ill have strong 
interactions, which usually creates a more dynamic and sometimes robust system. A  
robust environment that is rich in interactions w ill have a capacity for rapid change. A  
grouping o f strong interactions can lead to a clustering effect (explained earlier) and this 
cluster can come to dominate a system by absorbing, taking over, or counteracting 
weaker interactions. The smaller, less complex or less robust the system is, the more 
power the effects o f interactions will have on the entire system over time, and the system 
will be more sensitive to change.
Positive Feedback
Instead o f a system striving toward equilibrium as a final resting stage, most 
systems containing elements of scarcity or competition will tend toward a place just
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between stability and instability (the edge o f chaos). This is the optimal position for a 
system. Positive feedback does not stop at equilibrium, but continues to reinforce already 
existing situations. The more reinforcement, the stronger or more pronounced the 
situation becomes.
In addition to these key concepts, the researcher must have an understanding o f 
the temporal-spatial analytical power o f Complexity. Complexity differs from standard 
regression analysis by moving away from linearity.
Analyses -  Linear to Nonlinear
To understand what nonlinear really means, we can visualize lines in space-time 
as they are created from equations. Below are graphs depicting increasing levels o f  
nonlinearity, which demonstrate to the reader the curvature o f lines in tandem with the 
type o f equation generating these spatial relationships. Analyses grow more complex as 
they move toward increasing nonlinearity and the methods accompanying them typically 
become increasingly difficult as well. Most often, when multiple trajectories are 
introduced into lines o f causality, then a system becomes nonlinear and stochastic in 
nature. Nonlinear causality in fact more closely resembles real-world social systems; so 
in many cases, a nonlinear approach to sociological analysis may be more appropriate 
than a static, linear approach.
It does not take much to transform a simple system into a complex one. Often the 
introduction of an additional variable can complicate matters enough to undermine the 
validity o f a linear chain o f causality. “ ...In  even the simplest situations, nonlinearities 
can interfere with a linear approach. The point holds in general: nonlinear interactions
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almost always make the behavior o f the aggregate more complicated than would be 
predicted by summing or averaging” (Holland 1995:23).
Linear methods are reductionist in nature. In standard linear statistical regression, 
a researcher must control for the different variables used in the analysis o f datasets. If, 
for example, a researcher has a hypothesis that watching too much T V  makes people 
unhappy, then the researcher would look for a negative correlation between two 
variables, such as: A (the number o f hours o f television watched each day), and B (the 
overall satisfaction o f life or happiness level). The researcher may find a statistically 
significant correlation, in which case (s)he would then have to rule out other possible 
causes for satisfaction or dissatisfaction with life. The researcher would then control for 
level o f income, level o f education, or other factors, which may play a part in the level o f  
life satisfaction. In essence the researcher w ill try to peel o ff as many factors as possible 
to reduce to a core cause or causes.
Complexity works in just the opposite manner. It does not reduce to elemental 
variables, but instead takes variables and puts them in motion, going forward in time to 
see what happens as they unfold. To reiterate. Complexity is about becoming. (A  
detailed description o f exactly how this works w ill be given later in this chapter when 
examining an agent-based computer program called “Starlogo”.)
In order to give the reader a feel o f the spatial dimension o f linear and nonlinear 
relationships, a group o f graphs is shown below. Each graph visually illustrates how 
equational relationships are plotted to derive certain identifiable characteristics. Straight 
lines, curved lines, and multiple curved lines, all subscribe to certain mathematical
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equations. When one looks at the configurations o f curved lines in space they seem to 
logically lead us to the next step, and finally they lead us to Complexity.
Straight Lines
Statistical regression analysis is linear in structure following a two-dimensional 
plane o f X  and Y  intersects with beta being the slope o f the line. So for example, in 
relationships that are positively correlated, such as the classic positive correlation of 
“education and income”, each incremental increase in one variable (education) leads to a 
certain incremental increase in the other variable (income). This is a simple static way o f 
looking at data, which does not include functions o f degree, strength, history, or 
feedback. The effect is additive. x + n. 1 + 1 =  2: 2 + 2 - 4 ;  4 + 4 =8; and so on.
X
Figure 4. Linear statistical regression graph (Agresti et al 1997:186).
Curved Lines
Nonlinear statistical analysis takes into account the degree or strength o f increase 
or decrease in relationships and can be used for such research as determining population 
growth and birth rates, among others. Any exponential function in a formula will make a 
line curve, thus becoming nonlinear. The relationship between variables does not remain
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static but changes exponentially (more commonly seen as a percentage change). The 
effect is multiplicative, x". 1 X  2 = 2; 2 X  2 = 4; 4 X  4 = 16; and so on.
Y Y
Figure 5. Exponential regression function graph. (Agresti et al 1997:359)
Multiple Curved Lines 
Differential Equations are open-ended equations, which take into account time 
and they will display a family' o f solution curves, which means there are many answers 
to the question. These curves show the solution at any given point in time, and are 
dependent upon initial conditions. One change in initial data will make the whole family 
of solutions change. An example would be a predator-prey model that exhibits cycles o f 
interdependency between populations; i.e.. more predators, less prey; less prey, less 
predators; less predators, more prey; more prey, more predators, and so on.'*
'* The Lotka-Volterra model is one o f the earliest predator-prey models to be based on 
mathematical principles. It forms the basis o f many models used today in the analysis of 
population dynamics. Predator-prey cycles often do not establish equilibrium, instead 
they seem to cycle endlessly without settling down quickly.
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Figure 6. DitTcrontial equation graphs (Addison Wesley Inc. 2001 ).
Com ple.\itv
In Comple.xity, computers can map mathematical interactions and create comple.x 
patterns, which are a type o f graph imposed on ce llu la r automata. Solutions, in the sense 
o f  what each variable can produce, untold over tim e in the tbm i o f  patterns o f 
interactions. These patterns are indicators o f  degree, strength, history, and feedback o f  
the variables involved in the analysis. A few e.xamples o f  Com plexity models w il l be 
described in detail.
Figure 7. fla pp ing  o f  interactions over time.
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From the graphs, maps and descriptions above, the reader can sense that each 
subsequent level incorporates additional functions. Exponential equations incorporate 
degree or strength; differential equations incorporate degree, time, and context; and 
Complexity incorporates all o f these functions, plus feedback.
Standard Analytic Models for Sociology 
We can now begin to compare Complexity with the standard analytical models 
used in sociology today. There are basically two broad categories o f sociological 
methods; they are quantitative and qualitative methods. Before going on to describe how 
Complexity can be added as a sociological method, let us look at what each has to offer.
Quantitative Analvsis 
Quantitative analysis is statistical analysis o f correlative sets o f data. The 
inference being that statistically significant relationships o f variables indicates a high 
probability o f occurrence o f a type o f behavior, should the correlating variables be in 
conjunction with each other at the same time. Statistical significance is a propensity o f 
occurrence and a probabilistic tendency, which then is used in predictive ways by social 
scientists.
Quantitative modeling, through statistical analysis, replicates the social world in 
the form o f numbers o f people subscribing to a particular behavior given a range of 
variable factors. The consignment o f a normal curve allows for typification o f behavior 
in order to portray broad or major patterns o f group behavior (Agresti et al 1997). 
Quantitative explanation with its scientific' style can lead to understanding o f normative 
behavior. And because o f its professed predictive ability, it can be used to legitimize
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public, government, or institutional policies and practices and to substantiate policy 
change.
Hypotheses are created which give rationalizations for the statistically evaluated 
behavior, since mere statistical relationships are seemingly inadequate on their own merit 
(with the exception being the study o f  social behavior for marketing purposes). The 
"why” or hypothesis attached to statistical analysis is viewed as positivist in nature 
because o f its ability to describe the social world in terms o f function, value, or exchange; 
in other words the hypothesis is a rational description of group behavior.
However, the hypothesis can also be viewed as qualitative in nature because it is 
essentially the story behind the statistics. This is true because an element o f  subjectivity 
is always present even when given in the pretense of all scientific objectivity. Examples 
o f the prevalence of this subjectivity are evidenced by the seeming disregard given for the 
outliers to the normal curve in statistical analysis; as well as the manipulation o f data, 
which can give rise to conflicting outcomes o f relational significance between variables, 
and between different runs o f identical sets o f data, and between different interpretations 
by differing social scientists o f the same data sets. The speculative nature o f causality for 
behavior gives rise to various conflicting hypotheses among social scientists. In short, 
there are many different procedures, types o f derivation, and possible outcomes even 
within something as apparently objective and ‘scientific’ as quantitative statistical 
methodology.
Complexity can be compared with quantitative analysis in that it creates an 
environment-simulation model based upon numerical values. Complexity assumes that 
behavior can be reduced to numbers and can be typified. It looks for patterns to emerge
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which are consistent with the real world it is trying to model. But it must remembered 
that, in Complexity, all the variables involved in modeling behavior cannot be coded into 
a program, therefore a model can never be an exact replica o f a real world system. In 
addition, the same problems o f subjectivity found in quantitative methods also apply to 
Complexity -- that is, the creation o f variables and values are subjective and 
interpretation still remains a second order function. In a sense, we can never get away 
from the researcher. The researcher remains in Complexity, because the programmer’s 
imprint is in the design.
Qualitative Analvsis 
Qualitative analysis o f the social world employs a different type o f research and 
dataset than does quantitative. Instead o f normative behavior, which is apparent in 
relationships o f variables in the form o f statistical data, a descriptive process is used to 
explain the social world. This can be in a description of what appears to be normative 
behavior, but more likely it w ill involve the description o f deviances to normative 
behavior, which results, de facto, in descriptive contrasts o f both the norm and the non­
norm. Description can be explanatory, in the form of ethnographies or in looser forms 
such as stories and poems, and does not make claims o f any predictive ability. Qn the 
whole, qualitative researchers do not make any claims or excuses to be validated by 
means o f a scientific approach (Silverman 1997).
Some qualitative researchers espouse that the understanding o f difference 
(between dominant and marginalized groups, between normative and non-normative 
behavior, etc.) could be cause for social change either in the individual, group, institution 
or governmental policies. Qther researchers feel that explanation leads to an awareness
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and an understanding o f the social world, but this understanding does not necessarily 
cause change (Agger 1998). Qualitative methodologies tell a story in hopes o f achieving 
what Weber terms verstehen or empathie understanding; and whether that understanding 
leads to some form o f social change cannot be predicted either. Knowing the reason for 
behavior is not the same as being able to predict future behavior, and this type o f thinking 
is in line with the concepts o f Complexity.
Complexity can be considered similar to qualitative methods in that context and 
history are important in the pattem-development of the model, which yields the unfolding 
or becoming o f its design. In addition, the overall behavior o f  the system stems from the 
interactions of individual agents, rather than from external structural forces.
Probability versus Prediction 
A word must be said about the value o f uncertainty. “Without uncertainty, there 
would be no hope, no ethics, and no freedom o f choice. It is only because we do not 
know what the future holds for us that we can have hope. It is only because we do not 
know the consequences o f our actions that we face ethical choice. It is only because we 
do not know exactly the results o f  our choices that our choices can be free” (Dawes 
1988:272). Often we try to ignore uncertainty or invent a higher rationale in attempts to 
explain it away, but it always exists -  and the closer we seem to get to certainty, the more 
it alludes us. In a coin toss game it is well known that the probability o f a head or tail 
toss can be no greater than a 50/50 chance. Even if  there have been a series o f head 
tosses in a row, the subsequent toss has no greater chance o f being a head than being a 
tail. But, with all our technology and mathematical expertise, we could calculate the 
force, trajectory, spin, gravity, wind, and other salient factors affecting the toss and come
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up with a higher probability o f heads or tails than a mere 50/50 chance. However, all that 
technology and expertise is still dependent upon conditions as they happen at each 
moment! We can never get right up to the edge o f certainty, because there is always 
another moment o f time to inteiject a condition o f change; thus uncertainty. There is 
always one more barrier to seeing the whole truth no matter how close we come. And 
this is the distinction between probability and prediction. The role o f the sociologist as 
social scientist’ with predictive capabilities does not hold in a complex world. The 
inclusion o f Complexity into the sociological toolbox lessens the burden from prediction 
to probability. For prediction implies a kind o f control or an ignoring of chance, while 
probability emphasizes chance. Without some exposure to chance and uncertainty, we 
could not function. “We thrive in the interstices o f chance that pervade a world o f 
predominately lawful order” (Honderich 1995:714).
Models in Complexity 
Complexity is here to acknowledge and embrace the real world of uncertainty. It 
underscores the reality o f the social world, which is marked by chance and randomness.
I f  sociologists are to incorporate Complexity into the sociological toolbox, they must 
develop an understanding o f computer modeling. And one o f the easiest ways to begin is 
by learning agent-based computer modeling (which is a form o f cellular automata). 
Agent-based modeling can (in a broad sense) be considered a blend o f quantitative and 
qualitative types o f analyses. It incorporates quantitative-type analysis in the form o f 
data sets and probability theory. Computer modeling also incorporates qualitative-type 
analysis because o f the interpretive nature used in the abstract formation of variables, the
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unfolding o f patterns o f interactions, as well as the anti-reductionist concepts involved in 
the operationalization o f the program.
Three Levels o f Models
There are three levels o f computer modeling in Complexity: the minimal idea 
models, the minimal models fo r  a system and systems models (Hubler 2001 ; Colella et al 
2001:11 ; Schank 2201). Each level of modeling introduces more and more detail into 
the program. Models range from simple visual expressions o f a general principle, to 
intricate, detailed, analysis o f an entire real-world system. Below is a brief description of 
the three types. However, in this thesis, the concentration will be on minimal idea 
models.
/. Minimal idea models express an idea in visual terms and illustrate what kind of 
variables may be involved in a complex adaptive system (also commonly referred to as 
CAS). Minimal idea models are often used to illustrate a general principle, and this type 
o f model will be discussed in detail in the following pages.
2. Minimal models fo r  a system attempt to incorporate some aspects o f an actual 
system without going into fine detail. These models are generally used to represent 
generalized systems and are not so specific as to apply to only a particular case.
Examples cited herein are flocking patterns o f birds, school patterns o f fish, and traffic 
jams.
3. Systems models simulate an actual system with as much detail as possible.
These types o f models are usually created by a collaboration o f scientists, who may come 
from multiple disciplines and research institutes, and are developed over the course of
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years. An example o f a systems model would be the modeling o f the growth, movement, 
and interactions o f all the plants and animals in Yellowstone National Park, which depicts 
the patterns o f  interdependence and shows the dynamics o f an entire ecological system 
(Colella et al 2001:11). Another example o f a systems model is replicating the effects o f 
crowd movement within a certain space such as a building or airport. This model creates 
a virtual experience o f spatial dimensions and crowd behavior to illustrate the patterns o f 
activity that would happen i f  a building caught fire, or a barrier collapsed, or a huge 
crowd gathered for a particular event (Stewart 1998:211 ). Another example o f a systems 
model could replicate city development, which would depict how patterns o f urban 
growth are reliant upon trade, distribution, transportation, communications, and other 
important factors o f interdependence and agent interactions.
Schelling and the Minimum Idea Model.
Well before there was agent-based computer modeling, a form o f it was already 
being used. In 1978, Thomas Schelling, a Harvard professor o f economics, published a 
book, entitled Micromotives and Macrobehavior. Schelling’s simple model was a type o f  
cellular automata, and it showed how segregation occurs in neighborhoods.
Schelling coined the term “tipping” to describe the type o f social phenomena that 
happens when a certain group behavior becomes dominant. At some point, a critical 
mass o f a particular type o f behavior is established which then results in a dominance o f 
the behavior. It is as though once enough people have done something, then the rest will 
follow. This tipping effect is similar to clustering described earlier. In Complexity,
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strong interactions lead to clustering effects combined with positive feedback, which can 
result in dominance within a system.
Schelling created a simple model to demonstrate tipping. His method is a 
minimal idea model examining a type o f collective behavior. In his model, which is 
much like a game, the player uses a roll o f pennies and a roll o f dimes to symbolize the 
two different groups, such as men and women, blacks and whites, rich and poor, etc.
(The number o f dimes and pennies can be the same or unequal). The coins are spread out 
in a grid-like arrangement, similar to a checkerboard, and rules are stipulated, such as: 
“every dime wants at least half its neighbors to be dimes, every penny wants a third o f its 
neighbors to be pennies, and any dime or penny whose immediate neighbor does not 
meet these conditions gets up and moves” (p. 147). What ultimately ends up happening, 
as the player moves the dimes and pennies into positions while conforming to the rules, is 
that the grid takes on an appearance o f  segregation. In other words, dimes and pennies 
w ill become clustered together. Further, even i f  the rules are changed to state only one 
rule: that each dime or penny will move to a place close to three neighbors o f their own 
kind; aggregation still takes on the appearance o f segregation.
The population characteristics o f a neighborhood can be modeled in this simple 
way utilizing a few simple rules. W ithin Complexity, computer models are similar to 
Schelling’s coin model because they operate in much the same way, but they can become 
much more sophisticated.
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Agent-based Computer Models
Computer models set variables in motion to determine resultant patterns o f 
behavior. The variables can be adjusted, added, omitted, or changed to produce a model 
that is consistent with real-world behavior. Understanding the effect o f  each variable in 
the model and how each variable plays out is the importance o f  computer modeling. 
Altering particular variables will in turn alter the resultant emergent patterns, and that is 
how the researcher can determine how each variable affects the overall patterns of 
behavior.
As has been mentioned before, computer modeling does not operate in a 
reductionist way by controlling variables to determine causation. Instead o f reducing and 
controlling, agent-based models put variables in motion, going forward in time in order to 
determine the effects each variable has on the entire system. This is the primary 
significance for sociologists in using agent-based modeling as a methodological tool. To 
understand how variables play themselves out through agent interaction in a computer 
model, let us look at how agent-based computer modeling works.
Starlogo
When speaking to a theoretical physicist about his thoughts on Chaos and 
Complexity science, he stated, “The best thing about it is that you can do your 
experiments over and over again.” What he meant by this comment is that the researcher 
can “play” with variables by adding, deleting, and changing variables to see what 
happens with each change. This is not the same as controlling for a variable to find a 
statistical significance. In Complexity we play’ with variables to find out how they 
interact with each other over time. By adding a new variable, we will see a change in the
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overall patterns that are created. Interpretation o f these patterns will give the researcher 
some understanding o f what each particular variable means to the system and what 
effects each variable produces. The same holds for changing or deleting a variable. The 
interpretation comes from seeing what changes occur and interpreting those results. With 
that in mind, let us examine a program for agent-based computer modeling.
Starlogo is a fairly simple agent-based computer program, which was developed 
at M IT . This program was designed with high school and undergraduate college students 
in mind as a means o f introducing agent-based modeling, as well as introducing the basic 
concepts o f Complexity. (As mentioned earlier, agent-based modeling is a form o f 
cellular automata.)
Starlogo works like this: the environment or landscape is a two-dimensional grid 
(much like a checkerboard) consisting o f X  and Y  axes; the squares o f the grid are called 
cells. Each cell is assigned a variable with values, typically represented by designated 
colors. The programmer creates a number o f agents, called turtles. The turtles are coded 
with variables that have values, which tell the turtle what to do at each iteration. Each 
iteration causes the turtles to move and interact with other turtles and also to interact with 
the landscape. Turtles can cause change to other turtles or cause change to the landscape, 
and the landscape can cause change to turtles. Since visual patterns appear on the 
computer monitor in the form o f colored cells and colored turtles, the representation of 
variables and values will appear as assigned colors. The changing colors indicate the 
degree o f change in turtles and in the environment -  in other words changing patterns of 
interactions appear as changing patterns o f color.
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Programming an agent-based model involves utilizing the concepts o f Complexity 
when planning the design. As outlined earlier, the programmer must consider these 
concepts in order to create a simulated world that operates within the confines o f a 
Complexity framework. The reason for doing so is because without using the concepts o f  
Complexity it is very likely that the programmer will create a virtual world that follows 
his or her own expectations. The virtual world could easily have too much o f the 
programmer’s imprint in its design. Without precautions, a computer world can be 
created that does not operate with any self-organizational ability, but merely follows the 
overriding details coded by the programmer.
The programmer can code a variable that can be global and affect all turtles or 
affect the entire landscape, but the programmer must take precautions to ensure that the 
virtual world is truly created by the interactions of the turtles and not by her own 
omniscience, therefore the use o f global variables is generally limited. Turtles have no 
foresight; they move one increment at each iteration, they cannot see beyond each move, 
and they have no knowledge o f the overall system. However, they are still products o f 
their interactions and landscape, they adapt through trial and error, and their individual 
history determines their present characteristics.
Utilizing Computer Modeling -  Another Sociological Tool 
The reason computer modeling can be so effective for sociologists as a tool is that 
it is really very much like the way the social world really works. Consider the conceptual 
framework of Complexity: Interactions o f agents determine the overall behavior of the 
system, the feedback o f other agents and the environment also contribute to the
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development o f the system; patterns o f behavior develop in emergent ways and caimot be 
reduced to specific events or simple causative processes; agents interact with each other 
and with their environment in adaptive, evolutionary, and coevolutionary ways; positive 
feedback reinforces strategies within a system, which can produce dominant types o f  
behavior; and agents have no prescience or omniscience, which is how the real world 
operates. Consider the methodological capabilities o f computer modeling (specifically 
agent-based modeling): variables are put in motion, going forward in time, to unfold into 
an emergent system o f agent interactions; maps o f interactions can demonstrate how each 
variable affects the system; and the ability to run the experiment over and over again 
allows the researcher to easily test the effects o f numerous variables, and combinations o f 
multiple variables.
Simple models can be easily made in Starlogo. Testing any kind o f theory that 
has to do with the spread o f an idea, behavior, or custom can be built into a computer 
model. Because diffusion is based on interactions, agent-based modeling provides an 
excellent means to conduct such research. Below is a simple model built to explain the 
diffusion o f behavior in a classroom.
Starlogo — Modeling o f Classroom Contagion 
I discussed classroom problems with a teacher who works with Special Ed 
children at a private school in Oxford, England. She feels her classroom size is too large 
to enable her to give individual attention; that the environment is not conducive to 
learning; and that the type o f behavioral problems that the students have has a contagious 
effect on the classroom. This is a type of diffusion that can easily be modeled using
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agent-based modeling. The general hypothesis is: group size affects the diffusion o f 
behavior. For this particular analysis, group size would be considered essential to 
maintaining order with Special Ed children to reduce the disruptive effects that come 
from contagious types o f behavior. To operationalize this hypothesis the following 
concepts from Complexity have been incorporated (as outlined in Chapter 3): dynamic 
systems, local interactions and global effects, positive feedback, and strong and weak 
interactions.
The agent-based computer program Starlogo is used to model the classroom.
The model includes two groups o f agents or turtles labeled “loudkids” and “quietkids". 
The model also includes cells, which make up the environment or landscape. The model 
displays three separate effects: (1) Interactions o f agents; (2 ) agents’ effect on the 
environment; and (3) the environment’s affect on agents. For purposes of this model, 
only unidirectional behavior is studied — that is only the effect o f “loudkids” on 
“quietkids” is programmed into the model in order to isolate the effect of diffusion.
The method consists o f the following program rules: (1 ) “ loudkids” can change 
their environment by making the classroom more disruptive when there is already an 
existence o f disruption; (2) “ loudkids ” interact with “quietkids ”, which has the effect o f 
making the “quietkids” get louder; and (3) the environment affects both the “loudkids” 
and the “quietkids ”.
The number o f  turtles to be created can range from 1 to 50 turtles for both 
“loudkids” and “quietkids”. Different runs o f the program w ill show the effects o f group 
size using varying numbers o f “loudkids” and “quietkids”. The initial disruption in the
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classroom can also be set at anywhere in a scale from 1 to 50. (This is an arbitrary 
number in order to illustrate a general idea o f noise or disruption in the classroom.)
The results o f the different program runs utilizing different input o f  variables 
supports the hypothesis that group size affects the difhision o f behavior. Many different 
program runs were created, however, only two w ill be shown below. It must be 
remembered that each program run, which contains multiple iterations, can generate a 
different pattern o f interactions, due to the randomness incorporated into the agents’ 
interactions. But on the whole, a fairly general pattern for each specific collection o f  
inputs w ill emerge. On the next page is the output o f the first computer run. In this 
example, the total classroom size is 20, 5 children are “loudkids”, and 15 children are 
“quietkids”. The environment begins with a minimal level o f disruption or noise with a 
setting o f 5. In Figure 8, the left side shows the interactions o f the agents or turtles at a 
specific point in time, while the right side illustrates a graph o f the agent interactions over 
time.
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g r a p h  l e g e n d  
g r e y  l i n e  = e n v i r o n m e n t  
b l a c k  l i n e  = " l o u d k i d s "  
d o t t e d  l i n e  = " q u i e t k i d s "
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75Time0
Figure 8. Starlogo output for the first computer run.
The first program run demonstrates that the diffusion o f behavior in the classroom 
is aided by the overall disruptiveness caused by interactions. Only in comparison with 
the second computer run can the researcher tell the difference between the input of 
\ariables.
The second program run displays the comparative effect o f size and diffusion of 
behavior in the classroom. I he variables are changed to a total classroom size o f 48. 
consisting o f 10 "loudkids" and 38 "quietkids". again with a corresponding minimal level 
o f disruption set at 10 (taking into account the increased size o f the classroom). Figure 9 
on the next page shows the results o f this run.
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b l a c k  l i n e  = " l o u d k i d s "  
d o t t e d  l i n e  = " q u i e t k i d s "
75
0
75Time0
Figure 9. Starlogo output for the second computer run.
The graphing function shown above enables the researcher to track the patterns of 
interactions. The x-axis indicates time while the y-axis indicates the counting o f types of 
turtles and stages o f the environment at each time sequence. The dotted line indicates the 
number o f "loudkids". The solid line indicates the number o f "quietkids”. The broken 
line indicates the overall disruption in the classroom.
The noticeable results o f the two different program runs indicate that classroom 
size is a determining factor in diffusion o f behavior. What is first evident is that the 
larger classroom size becomes disrupted much more rapidly than the smaller class size. 
Another noticeable difference is that the overall level o f disruption that occurs in the 
larger classroom is far higher than that o f the smaller classroom, and not in a
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proportionately related way, which means that the affect o f  the environment has a more 
significant impact at an earlier stage in larger groups than it does in smaller groups.'^
The effect o f the individual carries more weight in the larger classroom size due to 
heightened interactions occurring within the classroom environment. Even though it has 
been argued that the larger the group size, the less impact each individual has on the 
group (Olson 1971). But the classroom situation described above is a contained 
environment, which is more conducive to contagious effects. Highly, emotionally 
charged environments are also more conducive to contagious effects (Hatfield 1994).
O f course, quantitative and qualitative analyses can be (and have been) used to 
understand the affects o f classroom size on the aggregate behavior o f students.
Quantitative methods can be used in a comparative manner to sample the noise level 
during the day o f different size classrooms, or by surveying teachers’ and children's 
opinions of noise levels. This would be an adequate tool that could generate visual charts 
and also be used for policy change. Conversely, qualitative methods can be used to 
describe how the teacher and/or children feel about their situation in the form of 
interviews or etfinographies. And this would be a useful descriptive tool that could 
possibly lead to policy change.
In addition, there is now Complexity, which can provide us with another useful 
tool that can visually describe what is going on as class size grows and children’s level o f
The program runs shown above are only two of many created. What is interesting to 
watch are the effects o f the variables as they are manipulated in each run. This process 
leads to an understanding o f the variable fonctions and to a better understanding o f the 
requirements of the operationalization process. Modifications to the program should be 
made to adequately and accurately address all the concept(s) o f  the hypothesis.
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noise and disruption affects the aggregate behavior o f the class. This new tool can also 
generate visual graphs and imagery that assist in delivering concepts to policy makers.
This is not a matter o f hubris over which method is better, nor is it a matter o f  
practicality; it is simply a matter o f perspective. I f  one looks at the social world as a 
complex system, then using a theoretical and methodological framework based in 
Complexity makes sense. I f  one is using concepts that fit Complexity, then one should 
use a method that fits Complexity.
An example o f just such an incident comes from a high school teacher in Boston. 
This teacher was already utilizing Starlogo in conjunction with an M IT  outreach program 
as a method o f teaching Complexity to high school science students in Boston. Her high 
school had an outbreak o f whooping cough, and soon it came to the attention of the 
school administrators and health staff that there were possibilities o f an epidemic as the 
numbers o f sick students increased. This teacher demonstrated to administrators and 
health staff (utilizing a Starlogo program) how whooping cougli could be spread within 
the student population using variables to describe the disease, such as incubation period, 
length o f contagious infection, and duration o f illness. This visual demonstration enabled 
the administrators and health staff to alter their policy from one o f non-intervention to 
one o f proactive measures. Students who were known to be exposed to the disease, such 
as being in the same class as an affected child or associating with another affected student 
were required to either stay home from school or get a vaccination before returning to 
school. In this way the contagion and number o f whooping cough cases was limited. 
Conversely, another high school in the district did nothing to intervene, and the number 
o f sick students was nearly five times higher.
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In summary, we can look to the methods o f Complexity to study contagious types 
o f social behavior. Contagion as an aspect of disease or as a form o f collective behavior 
has a potentially sociological significance and tools like Starlogo can aid in analyzing and 
visualizing diffusion. Starlogo can also be useful in many other types o f research — 
whenever a researcher is looking at collective behavior or diffusion that stems from agent 
interactions; whenever a researcher is trying to find out what variables might play a part 
in group dynamics; and whenever a researcher wants to identify trends, belief systems, or 
behavior characteristics. Agent-based computer modeling gives the researcher a new 
sociological tool with which to model the unfolding behavior o f agent interactions. And 
Complexity provides the framework within which to create the virtual world.
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CHAPTER 5 
APPLIC ATIO N S
To address the th ird  challenge: Is C om plexity too esoteric? This chapter w ill 
show how Com plexity can be grounded, practical, and accessible. The chapter w ill also 
look at how C om plexity can become a more com m only accepted application for the 
social sciences. We can ask the question, "H ow  can C om plexity spread?”  This is 
actually a phenomenon that Complexity can readily address about itself, since 
Com plexity can be used to describe phenomena which exhibit epidemic or contagion-like 
effects.
Social Phenomena and C om plexity 
The book. The T ipp ing  Point is on the international bestseller list. This book is 
about social phenomena that appear to be contagious in nature. The author talks o f  such 
disparate things as teenage suicide. New York crime, tashion trends, and Sesame Street. 
He believes that all o f  these contain a s im ilar epidem ic-like characteristic. The book is 
good at describing when is happening in the social w orld  today, but the author's attempt 
to explain n /n tails short o f  a real sociological analysis.
However, it is worth noting that the ideas in this book have made it to best-seller 
status, and that there is a popular recognition o f  a contagious type o f  social behavior.
77
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As much as people t r \  to be different, stand out in the crowd, be noticed, or think they 
cannot be manipulated, people s till fo llow  the herd in some way. C om plexity can help in 
try ing  to explain how some o f  these contagious types o f  social behaviors operate. A ny  
social phenomenon that appears to be contagious, trend-like, or epidemic in nature can be 
analy'zed using the concepts o f  positive feedback, strong and weak interactions, 
emergence, and tipping^  effects.
As an example, we can look at competing trends in consumer purchases like  N ike 
and Reebok, or Snapple and Evian. A ny trend that reaches critical mass can tip or gain a 
foothold to take over and change a mindset (Schelling 1978). In addition, economist 
Brian Arthur recognized this process o f  gaining momentum and introduced the economic 
theory o f increasing returns. His theory takes into account positive feedback, which 
arises from increasing returns’ , and is dependent upon strongly interactive agents (1999). 
This phenomenon o f  increasing returns is most readily seen in technology-based 
industries where research and developmental costs decrease as production increases.
This is because, from the outset, they spend enormous amounts o f money developing 
their product and preparing for production, but once production begins, unit price drops 
sharply. Increasing returns goes beyond the stable equilibrium  model o f  economics, 
where revenue reaches its maximum point before d im in ish ing returns sets in. Increasing 
returns can also apply to production-based or service-oriented industries. Once a 
particular company gets far enough ahead, there is no catching up and market dominance 
takes over, sometimes to a global dominance, which is the case with corporations such as
Tipping is a social phenomenon described by Thomas Schelling that first applied to 
neighborhood migration and segregation. It essentially means that once a critical-mass 
has been established by some amount o f  people acting one way, then the rest w il l fo llow .
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Coke, M icrosoft, and McDonalds.' * Sometimes it is s tric tly  chance that makes
dominance happen. Prodigy was first in the market o f  online-providers, yet A O L  gained 
momentum and took over. The same race happened w ith  Betamax and VHS. Sony was 
first on the market w ith Betamax, but JVC, a small Japanese firm , w ith in a very short 
tim e had completely taken over the market (Sardar and Abrams 1998:114). The market 
d id not divide, as traditional economics would have predicted, but one com petitor was 
annihilated -  w ith  increasing returns, the w inner is never easy to predict.
This uncertainty o f what trend w ill take over is due to the fact that agent 
interactions are the driv ing force o f  change. A long  w ith  positive feedback, there can be 
weak interactions or strong interactions between agents. I f  interactions are weak, then 
change is gradual; i f  they are strong, then change is rapid.
When we th ink in temis o f  periods o f  history, our concept o f time shifts from a 
span o f  centuries, when we look back at eras o f  lim ited  interactions for those m illennia 
before telecommunications was invented, to a span o f  decades when we shift our thinking 
to a more recent age o f  increased technology. Communications technology has changed 
the face o f  interactions; and now we think in terms o f  years, weeks or days as the 
inform ation age is upon us, and interactions are at a turbulent pace. Increased ab ility  in 
communication means that agents are interacting on a chaotic level, and these strong and 
rich interactions are what bring about rapid change.
' ' " I f  a firm  gets ahead by historical accident or innovation, increasing returns ser\e to 
m agnify this advantage. Regardless o f  its ultimate e ffic iency, a product can Mock in ' 
considerable advantages by being first (Batten 2000:38).”
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This change in interactions has not only altered our perspective o f  tim e but has 
also transformed our social behavior as well. A  message can be received and passed 
along so rap id ly  that it can swell into a wave that gains enough power to tip o r gain 
critical mass. A ll o f  a sudden, it becomes a fad, a trend, o r a powerful discourse.
However, m ixed messages appear when communications are at a h igh ly  interactive and 
frenzied level, connecting through m ultip le  agents in m u ltip le  capacities. It can be 
d ifficu lt for a trend that has gained critica l mass to sustain its edge because o f  the sheer 
volume o f  competing messages that are available to m u ltip le  agents in com bination w ith  
the rap id ity o f  new incom ing competing messages at the same time.
What we are a ll exposed to now is rapid and sh ifting  trends. New messages bring 
about new waves as they sweep through faster and faster. The media, especially 
television and film , is a carrier o f  m ultip le  messages that are particu larly effective in 
advancing and eradicating trends because o f  the visual and p ro lific  nature.
The vo latile  fashion industry is an example o f  how increased technological 
capabilities o f  interactions has affected social behavior. New fashion imagery is 
transmitted through agent interaction at such a rapid pace that fashion trends gain hold 
and then dissipate almost as qu ick ly  as they are created. There can no longer be one 
grand sweep o f  fashion as in years past because o f  the shear volume and rap id ity o f  agent 
interaction. Century long or decade long fashion trends can no longer exist in this 
m u ltip lic ity  o f  messages. We now have a veritable pool o f  m ini-waves o f  fashion.
New social theories have been developed in response to changing interactions. The 
entire structural nature o f  agent interaction has changed from slower, more interpersonal 
fiice-to-face interactions to impersonal forms such as phone, media, and Internet 
interactions.
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Another b r ie f example comes in the form o f  extreme public interest in stories like 
Monica, OJ and even Osama B in Laden. These stories come and go in waves because 
our interactions are saturated w ith  the topical dialogue once a critical mass has been 
established. This dominance w il l sustain un til a new competing topic moves in to replace 
the old. C om plexity  can model these types o f  sweeping trends and can v isua lly  show 
how agent interactions cause beliefs, behaviors, fads, or trends to spread in a contagious 
manner.
Spatial Patterns
T h ink ing  about spatial patterns is yet another way o f  looking at systems to 
discover determ ining characteristics. In C om plex ity  one cannot take for granted the 
environment and its impact on agents. Spatial rules often come into play. There are 
different kinds o f  rules for different kinds o f  activities and for different kinds o f  systems, 
but they can be examined using Com plexity. Below are three different spatial studies 
that further demonstrate some key concepts in Com plexity such as; 1. Simple rules can 
create complex behavior, 2. M icro-level interactions create macro-level behavior, and 
3. Centralized leadership is not necessary for order to emerge.
Example 1. Traffic  can be heavy o r jam m ed due to factors such as many cars on 
the road, bottlenecking, and accidents; however, the individuals in cars w il l reduce o r 
increase their speed depending on the rules o f  the road to which they are subscribing, 
(using o f  course their own interpretation o f  the rules) and the traffic w ill adjust in waves 
according to the interactions o f  each driver to other drivers (Batten 2000; Cole lla  et al, 
2001). The driver in the car cannot look down from  above and see the overall pattern o f
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the tra ffic , s/he must rely on his nearby surroundings to reduce or increase his speed.
M ost o f  the time, i f  the traffic slows, the d rive r w il l assume there has been an accident 
(using his own theory o f  probability based upon previous experiences) and he w il l begin 
looking  for signs o f  an accident or other cause for the delay. The d rive r uses adaptive 
measures to w ork w ith in the environment that s/he is in. S/he cannot keep a uniform  
speed, because that constant cannot w ork in the changing surroundings. The emergent 
behavior o f  tra ffic  patterns is created from the hundreds or thousands o f  ind iv idua l 
drivers reacting to their traffic environment. Each d rive r’s responses are based on simple 
rules, such as keeping a certain distance between the cars to the front and to the sides. 
There is no central leader to whom all are following. There are many individuals 
coexisting with and adapting to their environment, operating with their few  simple rules.
O f course, some would put layers o f  com plication upon this example and say that 
people are obeying traffic laws, adhering to customary and cu ltu ra lly  ingrained road 
conduct, etc. True, people drive in d ifferent ways, using different road etiquette in 
d iffe rent countries, but fundamentally, a simple rule is implied: keep a certain distance 
from  other cars.
Example 2. Fish form schools that have a way o f  ensuring the like lihood o f  
sur\ iva l, however, there is no central leader and there is no predetemiined pattern. It is 
not as though the fish talk to each other and align themselves into a pattern that forms the 
shape o f  its school. They obey a simple rule o f  distance from other fish, and the 
m u ltip lied  effects o f every fish fo llow ing  this simple rule then create the pattern o f  the 
school. The shape o f  fish school can be d istinctive and particular to the species and 
environment o f  the fish (Inada 2000).
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The same type o f  operation exists for birds. When we watch a flock o f  birds 
fly ing  south for the winter, we see a V -form ation  that looks very much like an intentional 
pattern. We tend to think there is a leader and that all the other birds are fo llow ing, but 
that is not the case. The same method o f  applying simple niles w il l create a pattemed- 
flock. The bird or birds in front w il l  change as the pattern moves, some birds w ill fall 
behind, some w ill move forw ard, but the pattern remains, seemingly independent o f  the 
actions o f  each bird (Stew art 1998:chap 10). We try to anthropomorphize fish and birds 
by assigning some complicated strategies and motives to their actions. In actuality, it is 
the same situation as above for drivers in tra ffic , and it is the same w ith crowds in a mall, 
or people gathering in an auditorium. To reiterate: There is no central leader to whom 
all are following. There are many individuals coexisting with and adapting to their 
environment, operating with their few  simple rules.
Example 3. Ants are an excellent real world example o f  a social network that 
demonstrates the concepts o f  Com plexity: simple rules can create complex behavior, 
m icro-level interactions create macro-level behavior, and centralized leadership is not 
necessary for order to emerge. In addition, these concepts also lend to another concept 
already discussed briefly, and that is the notion o f  self-organization.
When looking at an ant colony from afar it appears to have order — a discernible 
pattern that we typically reason must have m otive or purpose. We assign some 
legitim acy to the order, such as the ants create order to keep the ir species alive, to care 
for their queen, to have their eggs survive and replenish the population, etc. But, i f  we 
could ask the individual ant what he is doing he would not know  that he is participating 
in a larger scheme. The individual ant in the colony is not told what to do by the queen
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ant. Perhaps her survival ensures the survival o f  the group and in an emergent way the 
local interactions o f  the ants operates to make this happen. Patterns arise from local 
interactions w ithout a central authority that dictates what each individual should do and 
this process results in self-organization (Hofstadter 1979; Stewart 1998:205). Ants 
display in an easily accessible way the concept o f  self-organization. But this propensity 
to self-organize can be seen in the stock market, c ity  development, and all kinds o f  social 
networks; in fact most systems in both the natural and social w orld  have self-organizing 
abilities (Kauffman 1993).
Agents and Agency 
By acknowledging that everything is based in an emergent way upon the 
interactions o f  agents (a ll institutional structure, all po litica l systems, all nomis, values 
and customs) then one must also acknowledge that each person helps to create the very 
environment o f  which they are a part. I f  someone complains that the traffic is too heavy 
-  they are part o f  the problem. I f  a shopper feels that the m ali is too crowded, then that 
shopper has helped to cause the very problem o f  which he o r she complains. Having said 
that, do agents have agency? I f  the tra ffic  is too heavy, then a driver has the options o f  
not driv ing, finding another means o f  transportation, or proceeding w ith  his d riv ing  and 
complaining about the tra ffic . W ill his/her singular agency affect the traffic flow?
Probably not. What C om plexity  puts forth is that the pattern emerges because o f  the 
large number o f  interactions, because o f  the large amount o f  variables. A  traffic pattern 
does not emerge from two cars on the road. When patterns emerge, it is due to a large 
number o f  interactions by a large number o f  agents and it happens over time. It is the
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‘drop in the ocean’ idea, which is in direct opposition to the case o f  an individual m aking 
a difference. In Chaos the effect o f  a single event or o f  an ind iv idua l is expressed as the 
“ Butte rfly  E ffect” , however, it does not hold for large stable systems. I f  a system has 
developed enough to reach self-organization, then the system can withstand a lot o f  
disturbance, without being completely changed by single events o r individuals.
It is precisely the interactions o f  the drivers or the people in the mall that create 
the patterns that we see there. In a broad manner, it is the interactions o f  the people that 
create all our clubs and social groups, organizations and institutions, and society as a 
whole. But sometimes, groups, organizations and institutions do not form in ways that 
our cultural logic would make us think.
Shifting Cultural Logic
We tend to think that the flock o f  birds has a leader, o r that the queen ant dictates 
the actions o f  the colony, or that there is always a singular cause for our tra ffic  jam . Our 
cultural logic lends to these predominant ways o f thinking: first, we th ink that there is a 
leader or central authority; and second, we think that everything can be reduced to in itia l 
causes.
This search for prim ary and in itia l cause for everything is indicative o f  
reductionist thinking, and is part o f  Newtonian-scientific methods. Rationalizing a 
central authority comes from our hierarchical social structure. We th ink what we 
experience. These two ways o f  th inking are very hard to get rid  o f  since w e are 
overwhelm ingly influenced by science and our existing social structure. The goal o f  
science to explain and predict has been steadily increasing over the past several decades.
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A  shift in cultural logic would mean taking a more holistic, more decentralized, less 
predictive, and less linear approach in problem solving.
A  study was conducted to determine to what extent students utilize methods o f  
C om plexity to problem solve (Jacobson 2001). A  group o f  undergraduate students were 
compared to a group o f  Com plexity experts. Categories were established to distinguish 
"C lockw ork”  type thinking as distinguished from  Com plexity thinking. (A  c lockw ork 
mental model utilizes strategies such as reduction, centralization, and predictab ility  in 
order to problem solve, while a Com plexity mental model utilizes strategies such as anti­
reduction, decentralization, and randomness in problem-solving.)
The study showed a major difference in the type o f  concepts used between the 
two groups; this being so despite the fact that many students are introduced to 
C om plexity type o f  thinking via theories such as evolution and natural selection. The 
fact that students arc ill-equipped to deal w ith  problem solving o f complex systems is o f  
concern to Com plexity scientists. Efforts are being made to introduce Com plexity 
epistemologies into the school system at the high school level as part o f  a basic science 
program in  order to ensure a future o f  scientists who know how to analyze complex 
systems in a meaningful way
In summary, the epistemological sh ift from a reductionist, centralized, predictive 
approach is what makes Com plexity useful as a way o f  investigating the social world. 
Looking at how trends take hold, how beliefs and behaviors spread, how spatial 
relationships form, and how complex social systems operate are practical applications o f
■' Both M IT  and Santa Fe Institute have ongoing teaching participation w ith their local 
high schools to introduce Com plexity concepts and methods (via computer programming) 
to science students, and both institutes sponsor workshops in teacher facilitation to bring 
C om plexity into the classroom at graduate and postgraduate levels.
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Complexity. However, in order to integrate Com plexity into sociology and further 
investigate these types o f  social phenomena takes a sh ift in logic from its present day 
form. In order to use C om plexity, a researcher must make the epistemological sh ift and 
begin ‘ th ink ing in C om plexity ’ .
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CHAPTER 6
P O TEN TIA L FOR SOCIOLOGY 
As has been shown throughout this thesis, there are both theoretical and 
methodological applications o f  C om plexity that can be applied to the sociology. The 
fie ld o f  economics is w e ll on its way to being the forenmner o f  these applications, and 
this groundbreaking should make the path easier for some areas o f  sociology.
It is evident that the methodological applications o f Com plexity are more in line 
w ith quantitative methods in sociology, s im ply because o f the hard science bent, the use 
o f  computers, the manipulation o f  data, and the mathematical processes involved. 
Flistorically, economics has influenced sociology, particularly in the quantitative and 
positiv ist areas driven by statistics and the seeking o f  universal behavior.
It is also evident that the theoretical approach in Complexity falls under the 
umbrella o f  positivism more readily than other paradigms, although there are sim ilarities 
than can be found in many different areas o f  sociology and social theory. Rational choice 
and its offshoots o f  social exchange theory and game theory have been shown to be the 
best fit, and promise to be the most logical choices for further study and elaboration o f  
Com plexity theory and methods.
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Where is Com plexity Headed?
Com plexity plays a major ro le in many d ifferent fields; b io logy, economics, 
physics, anthropology, linguistics, computer science, and a rtific ia l intelligence, among 
others. W hile Complexity is very much rooted in the hard sciences, especially physics 
and mathematics, its branches are spreading w ider w ith  the passing years. W ith its 
already strong foothold in economics, the inclusion o f  C om plexity into the business 
w orld is gaining momentum. iVlcKinsey Research Institute now recruits Complexity 
scientists from Santa Fe Institute (SFI) and M IT ; major corporations provided 25% o f  the 
financial support for SFI in their last fiscal year; and Com plexity scientists have been 
funded by C itibank to predict the stock market and by Intel to research networks, among 
a grow ing list o f  partnerships and a ffilia tions  w ith  companies such as M e rrill Lynch, 
Toyota, and Cisco Systems. (Tollefson 2001 ). The acceptance o f  Com plexity by the 
business community w ill make it become more and more mainstream, and eventually 
words like emergence, self-organization, and edge-of-chaos w ill make their way into the 
daily vocabulary o f  executives and business planners everywhere.
Another 25% o f  SFI’ s funding comes from government agencies and Com plexity 
scientists have contributed copiously to both health and energy research (Tollefson 2001). 
W ith this growing acceptance in such a w ide variety o f  fields, hopefully we w ill start to 
see more inclusion in sociology in ways described in this thesis.
An excerpt from a Santa Fe Institute marketing brochure describes what goes on 
at the institute:
"Networks are everywhere in the real world: The brain is a network o f  
neurons; organizations are networks o f  people; the global economy is a
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network o f  national economies, which are themselves networks o f  
markets, which are in turn networks o f  interacting producers and 
consumers. Diseases and rumors both transmit themselves through social 
networks, and computer viruses can now propagate via the Internet.”
Given the emphasis above on social networks and the human magnitude o f  
interactions, it seems logical that Com plexity should be a part o f  sociological studies. 
A fte r a ll, the social world is all about the interactions o f  agents and that too is what 
C om plexity is all about.
George Homans said, " In  sociology we tend to wander all over our material; we 
never quite know what we are talking about at any particular moment. The reason is not 
that we are incompetent, but that we have no device for fix ing  our attention”  (1950 p.
44), but we do not need on ly one device, nor one theory, nor one method. We need, as C. 
W right M ills  said, a sociological toolbox.
Com plexity and Benefits fo r Sociology 
C om plexity is not a panacea for studying social systems, but has all the potential 
o f  becoming another valuable tool. The methods should match the theory. Many social 
systems do not fit neatly into standard statistical regressions analysis, because important 
real w orld , contextual factors must be stripped away before a static approach can be used. 
Behavior changes over time, and the inclusion o f  adaptation, feedback and coevolution in 
a methodology, as has been shown, is something relevant to understanding and 
explaining human behavior.
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But there are lim itations to Complexity, just as there are lim itations to quantitative 
and qualitative analyses. In Com plexity, all the variables involved in modeling behavior 
cannot be coded into a program so a model can never be an exact replica o f a real w orld  
system. In addition, the same constraints inherent in quantitative methods also apply to 
computer modeling -- that is, the creation o f  variables and values are still subjective and 
an overriding problem in computer modeling is that the programmer's imprint is in the 
design, making it possibly even more subjective than the other two standard methods.
.And to further complicate the usefulness o f  Com plexity is the fact that the "man is 
missing”  -  there are no real individuals in a computer environment, there are only 
universal tendencies and abstractions o f  behavior, and this is the biggest problem w ith 
computer simulation models, as Blumer would also argue.
However, C om plexity need not be intim idating in its methods, or impenetrable in 
its theories. In fact. C om plexity  is very common sense and applicable to many social 
systems. To use a common business phrase. Com plexity is ju s t "th inking out o f  the box” . 
Com plexity is not only about computer modeling, there are also other methodologies that 
are s till in the form o f  abstract mathematical equations, but which add human elements, 
in much the same tradition as quantitative methods (as the tw o studies shown in the 
Introduction). And there are yet other applications that are more narrative in form which 
incorporate Com plexity concepts in idea models (as in Schelling segregation model). 
Further research in socio logy at a ll three levels o f  models from  minim al idea models to 
large-scale systems models is possible.
M inim al idea models arc an easy way to begin and can provide a means to 
incorporating the concepts o f  Com plexity into sociology. The Starlogo classroom
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disruption model described earlier is a minimal idea model that visually demonstrates a 
general principle. This tvpe o f  modeling could prove to be useful in understanding the 
structure o f  interactions and the d iffusion and contagious nature o f  certain types o f  
behavior. Introducing a user-friendly program like  Starlogo into sociology classrooms 
would be a start in examining complex social groups and social systems in a d ifferent 
way that would broaden the scope o f  our field and augment our perspective. The social 
w orld  grows more complex, and sociology reacts by com ing up w ith  newer and more 
elaborate theories to accommodate the rapid changes. C om plexity is there to lend to this 
theoretical and methodological pool.
What is perhaps the most important contribution o f  C om plexity to sociology is the 
epistemological shift to acknowledging multiple layers o f  perspectives. "T h ink ing  in 
C om plexity”  has been hammered home throughout this thesis because it is a shift that 
w il l prove to be useful. As science nears the edge o f  its tidy borders o f  c larity, the 
recognition that there is another layer o f  unwieldy commotion gives rise to this new type 
o f  thinking. And the fact that this form o f disorder is not daunting to scientists is 
testimony to the fie x ib ility  o f man's reasoning.
To end where we began; Dr. Pines said, "W e ’ re in the midst o f  a paradigm 
change ... ours is not the prevailing view, but I th ink it w il l turn out to be the one that 
lasts” .
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